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Skilling is building a better India.
If we have to move India towards
development then Skill Development
should be our mission.
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About this Book
This Participant Handbook is designed to enable training for the Engraving Artisan Qualification
Pack (QP) with Ref. ID HCS/Q 2902. There are 6 National Occupational Standards (NOS) under this
qualification pack. Each National Occupational (NOS) is covered across 7 Units in this book.

Key Learning Objectives for the every NOS mark the beginning of the Unit for that NOS. In Table of
Contents, you will find the module names with their corresponding NOS code. The symbols used in
this book are described below.
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1. Introduction to
Trade
Unit 1.1 – Metalware Craft sector in India
Unit 1.2 – Job role of an Engraving Artisan (Metalware)

Participant Handbook

Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Discuss the Metalware handicraft sector in India, and its sub-sectors
Define the artwork that comes under Metalware handicraft.
Know the states that are hub for Metalware handicraft work.
Identify the products that are made by engraving artisan.
Understand the work area of Engraving Artisan (Metalware).
Know the opportunities for Engraving Artisan.
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Unit 1.1: Metalware Handicraft Sector in India
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss the Metalware handicraft sector in India, and its sub-sectors
2. Define the artwork that comes under Metalware handicraft.
3. Know the states that are hub for Metalware handicraft work.

1.1.1 Introduction to Metalware Handicraft
"Artwork metalware" isn't an exactly defined term. It is used to cowl the objects which are usually
objects of domestic application, made from steeply-priced materials and made to much difficult
designs than similar utility objects. Therefore, a fantastically realistic jug is created out of tinplate
and any bowl or cylinder form with any sort of handle can do; the surface of the tinplate does not
get to be ornate. However, a jug could plan to being "metalware handicraft" if, for example, it had
been created out of copper, the form changed into ruled by way of some form of conscious atte mpt
at fashion and additionally the surface of the copper have been adorned in a way.
According to UNESCO-UNCTAD/WTO
“Handicraft products are those produced by artisans, either completely by hand, or with [he help of
hand tools or even mechanical means, as long as the direct manual contribution of the artisan
remains the most substantial component of the finished product. The special nature of artisanal
products derives from their distinctive features, which can be utilitarian, aesthetic, creative,
culturally attached, decorative, functional, traditional, religiously and socially symbolic and
significant”
If the handicraft product is made of metal piece then it is called Metalware Handicraft product.

Figure 1.1. 1Handicraft item
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1.1.2 Metalware Handicraft in India
India is one amongst the most important bourgeois and provider of handicrafts and gift
merchandise to the globe market. The Indian handicrafts business is very labor intensive and
redistributed, being unfold across the country in rural and concrete areas. the world is considered
because the second largest employment-generating sector once agriculture with various artisans
engaged in craft work on a part-time basis. The business offers employment to over vi million
artisans, together with an oversized range of ladies and folks from the weaker sections of society.
The current handicraft tradition of India could be a good example of assimilation between the
normal styles and trendy techniques. The quick growing demand for Indian handicraft and gifts
merchandise has created this sector a full-fledged massive scale organized trade that's growing day
by day.
According to the provisional data available, the export of handicrafts has shown an increase of Rs.
2761.29 crores, from Rs.14, 526.85 to Rs.17, 288.14 crores (increase of 19.01% in rupees term). In
dollar terms, the export figures have shown an increase of US$ 528.70 millions, i.e. the exports
increased by 16.11% over the similar period during 2005 - 06. Details are given below –
STATEMENT PRESENTING PROVISIONAL EXPORT FIGURES OF HANDICRAFTS DURING THE PERIOD
APRIL- MARCH 2006 - 07 COMPARED TO THE CORRESPONDING PERIOD OF APRIL- MARCH 2005 2006.

Items

RUPEES IN CR. (AprilMarch)

INCREASE IN
US$ IN MILLIONS
%
(April-March)
OVER 2005-06

INCREASE IN %
OVER 2005-06

INCREASE IN
2005-06

2006-07

2005-06
*44.2546

2006-07
*45.3607

Art Metalware

3662.98

4135.06 12.89

827.90

911.60

10.14

Woodwares

853.06

1180.02 38.33

192.76

260.14

34.96

Handprinted
Textiles

2053.70

2465.18

464.07

543.46

& Scaraves

4711.45

5860.35

1064.62

1291.94

Embroidered &

110.23

216.82

24.91

47.80

Crocheted Goods 347.05

392.45

78.42

86.52

Shawls as
Artwares

386.09

62.11

85.12

91.89
10.33

274.86

20.04

24.39
96.70

17.11

21.35

Zari & Zari Goods 2513.52

2652.17 13.08

567.97

584.68

Imitation Jewelry

17288.14 40.47

3282.56

3811.26 37.05

14526.85

Misc. Handicrafts

5.52

2.94

Total

19.01

16.11
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If you see the above table then you will find that Art Metalware has a total export of 3662.98 crore
in 2005-2006 and 4135.06 crores in 2006-2007. In 2014-2015 the total export of art metalware was
5019.63 crore. That shows a clear increase in the revenue generated in this field.

1.1.3 Places Producing Art Metalware in India
Although it is quite difficult to limit a particular place for a specific craft, the following places are
well known for their Metalware crafts.














Moradabad
Sambhal
Aligarh
Jodhpur
Jaipur
Delhi
Rewari
Thanjavur
Madras
Mandap
Beedar
Kerala
Jagadhari and Jaselmer

1.1.4 Top Destinations for Art Metalware Export





United States of America
Germany
United Kingdom
Italy

1.1.5 Different Type of Art Metalware produced by India
Various locations of India are famous for different type of metalware art. For example, the ar ea of
Rewari is famous for their artistic work on brass cookware. In the Ladakh space of Jammu and
Kashmir ancient vessels are created out of iron and brass. several richly graven ancient home goods
like bowls, samovars, plates and trays also are created i n Cashmere. In "Naqasi", elaborate floral and
hand styles are imprinted on copper and silver things. These things are then modified, that makes
the look to come out from the background.
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Figure 1.1. 2 Handicraft Items

Moradabad in Uttar Pradesh is renowned for its brass items. A wide range of household items like
bowls, trays, pots and ornamental pieces are crafted here and are decorated with intricate etching.
Benaras is well known for cast household utensils and sculptures of deities.

Figure 1.1. 3 Brassware

Rajasthan too is admired for its wealthy culture of metal paintings. Jaipur is the main middle for
brass engraving and lacquering. Primary crafts that are produced here are photo frames, bowls,
plates, boxes and so forth. Jaipur is likewise regarded for its bronze sculptures. At Alwar the artwork
of koftagari or damascening work is practiced. In many other states the artwork of metallic work
prospers like Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Orissa and Tamilnadu.
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Figure 1.1. 4 Metal Artware Examples

One of the most famous metalware arts of India is Bidriware which is discussed next.

Bidriware
The origin of Bidriware is usually attributed to the Bahamani sultans who ruled Bidar in the 14th–
15th centuries. Bidriware originated in ancient Persia. It was brought to India by the follower s of
Khwaja Moinuddin Chisti. The art form developed in the kingdom was a mix of Turkey, Persia and
Arabic countries which were intermingled with the local styles and thus a unique style of its own
was born. Abdullah bin Kaiser, a craftsman from Iran was invited by the Sultan Ahmed Shah Bahmani
to work on decorating the royal palaces and courts. According to some accounts, Kaiser joined
hands with local craftsmen and gave birth to Bidriware under the rule of Second Sultan Alauddin
Bahmani.

Figure 1.1. 5Bidriware

Bidriware is manufactured from an alloy of copper and zinc (in the ratio 1:16) by casting. The zinc
content gives the alloy a deep black color. First, a mould is formed from soil made malleable by the
addition of castor oil and resin. The molten metal is then poured into it to obtain a cast piece which
is later smoothened by filing. The casting is now coated with a strong solution of copper sulphate to
obtain a temporary black coating over which designs are etched freehand with the help of a metal
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stylus. This is then secured in a vise and the craftsman uses small chisels to engrave the design over
the freehand etching. Fine wire or flattened strips of pure silver are then carefully hammered into
these grooves.

Figure 1.1. 6 Bidriware Examples

Tips
Which item of metalware art produced in India is easier to sell?
Think about this. Bidriware is the most famous metalware art of India and has a huge demand in
foreign countries as well as in India..

Notes
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Unit 1.2: Job Role of Engraving Artisan
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Describe the products made by engraving artisan.
2. Identify the job role of engraving artisan.
3. Identify the opportunities available for engraving artisan.

1.2.1 Engraving Artisan Job Role
The engraving artisan is responsible for engrave the design onto the metal surface by cutting
grooves into it. The individual at work is responsible for preparing the surface of the metal and raw
materials, creating the design onto the metal surface, checking for defects, ensuring it matches the
prescribed design and requirements, adhering to quality standards. The job requires the individual
to have: attention to details, good eyesight, steady hands, and ability to sit in same position for
longer hours, patience and creativity.

Figure 1.1. 7 Engraving Artisan Work
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1.2.2 Some Products Made by Engraving Artisan
There are thousands of different products that can be made art piece by using the engraving. Mainly
there are two categories viz. Religious and Decorative.
Following are some examples of religious engraving artwork:

Following are some examples of decorative engraving artwork:
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1.2.3 Opportunities for Engraving Artisan
An engraver is an artist that etches specific designs, words, and even images onto different types of
materials. The design or the image is based on a client’s specifications or the artist’s own personal
designs. A modern engraver can use precision lasers to achieve their final results, or they may use
hand tools and a magnifying glass depending on how they have been trained. They can work on
glass, metal, stone, wood and other materials, and can also engrave and create custom plates made
of metal or wood that can be used for stamping images on paper.
There are great opportunities of Engraving Artisan in India as well as in foreign countries like USA,
Germany, UK, Italy, and many other countries. An Engraving artisan has following benefits:


Exclusive engraved artefacts have good domestic and export markets



Versatility in changing designs and texture with minimum investment



Possibility of more value addition in very small cost



Reach to different industries like Jewellery Making, Bidriware, decorative engraving,
Stamping industry, and Printing industry

Depending on where engraver works, there can be customer service aspects to the position.
Customers may wish to see examples of an engraver's work or they want to work closely with the
artist to create a unique design. An engraver who works with customers often works independently,
through a shop, or a network of vendors. Engraver can also be independent artist who sells his
artwork at stores, craft fairs, and online stores.
Engravers who work with lasers in place of hand tools will also be able to create beautiful engravings
on jewelry or many other types of materials. In fact, many artists pick working with a laser, as it
allows them to work on many special kinds of materials and create even greater actual and
particular designs. Engravers who paint with lasers can even have employment alternatives with
larger groups on projects of larger scale. Government agencies use lasers to create custom plates to
be able to be used because the bases for stamps and foreign money, and plenty of agencies use
lasers to etch facts onto materials.

Notes
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise
1. Write down the definition of handicraft products according to UNESCO-UNCTAD?

2. What is a metalware handicraft product?

3. What are the top destinations of metalware art export?

4. What is the specialty of Moradabad, Uttar Pradesh in metalware art?

5. Write a short note on Bidriware?
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6. What is the job role of engraving artisan?

7. What are the opportunities of engraving artisan?
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2. Importance of Health,
Safety and Hygiene
Unit 2.1 – Safety, Health and Hygiene
Unit 2.2 – Common Accidents and Prevention

15
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Identify the common safety measures while working in studio.
Describe the benefits of health.
Describe the measures to be taken to maintain hygiene in workshop.
Describe about the common accidents that occur in workshop.
Describe the preventive measures to be taken to minimize accidents.
Learn the procedure to use fire extinguisher
Learn the ingredients of First-Aid Kit.
Learn the methods of giving First-Aid in case of accident.
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Unit 2.1: Safety, Health and Hygiene
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know the general safety measures while working in studio.
2. Understand the benefits of health.
3. Know the measures to be taken to maintain hygiene in workshop.

2.1.1 General Safety Rules
2.1.1.1 Work intelligently


Substitute safer materials when possible.



Choose water-based products over solvent-based products.



Choose products that do not create dusts and mists.



Never hold brushes or tools in your mouth, tip brushes with your lips, etc.



Never eat, drink, or smoke in studios.



Store tools properly; keep them in good condition.



Read the labels on your materials. You cannot tell the toxicity of materials by the absence or
presence of a smell.



Never use materials in unintended ways. For example, don’t use standard paint for skinpainting.

2.1.1.2 Keep studio space neat and orderly


Keep floors clean and free of slippery spots.



Keep extension cords, hoses and other tripping hazards off the floor when unused; keep
traffic ways clear.



Minimize the area in which hazardous substances are used.



Keep art studios separate from living areas and clean yourself before entering living areas.
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2.1.1.3 Ensure appropriate ventilation


The mouth, nose, and skin can absorb hazardous materials. Ensure ventilation provides
fresh air activity to decrease exposures to dusts, fumes, gases, mists, and vapours. Adequate
ventilation means that clean air is flowing toward the artist and contaminated air is flowing
away. Blowing air around with a fan without a source of clean air is not adequate
ventilation, and can actually increase exposures to harmful substances.



Prevent the accumulation of flammable vapours or spray mists to limit fire hazards with
proper ventilation.

2.1.1.4 Have proper protective gear and
cleaning supplies available.


Wear special work clothes and keep separate from other clothing, even during clothes
washing.



Keep cleaning supplies accessible.



Clean up spills immediately, even small spills, and dispose of waste chemical and clean-up
materials properly.



Contain flammable spills with activated charcoal, diatomaceous earth, or deodorant -free cat
litter.



In the event of an accidental exposure call the National Poison Control Centre Hotline or the
number for the nearest certified Poison Control Centre.

2.1.1.5 Wash hands and other exposed body parts after
working, and before eating or using the bathroom


Avoid using toluene, turpentine, kerosene, or other solvents to clean your skin.



Use soap and water or baby oil or a skin cleanser.



Wash under fingernails. Keep nails trim and do not bite nails.

2.1.1.6 Maintain your health and fitness


Recognize your physical, emotional, and mental limits.
o Alertness decreases with hunger and fatigue.
o Anger, sadness, hurrying and frustration increase chances of accidents and mistakes.
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Make sure your health care provider is familiar with the art and craft materials you use, your
level of exposure, and your studio environment.

2.1.2 General Hazards Associated with Metal Working
2.1.2.1 General Hazards and Safety in Anodizing
• The primary electrolytes used are sulfuric, oxalic, and chromic acids, which are corrosive and may
be toxic by inhalation, ingestion, and skin/eye contact.
• Read the product label. When possible, choose the safest materials available (e.g., those with few
or no cautionary/warning labels).
• Metal cleaners contain caustics (sodium hydroxide) which may be toxic by inhalation, ingestion,
and skin/eye contact.
• Some metals are flammable. Be aware of potential fire hazards.
• To avoid electrocution while working with electrical equipment, use ground fault circuit
interrupter (GFCI)– protected electrical outlets.
• Wear appropriate protective gloves, goggles, and apron.

2.1.2.2General Hazards and Safety in Electroplating
• Ingredients in electrolytic solutions include copper sulfate, sulfuric acid, and cyanide.
• Read the product label. When possible, choose the safest materials available (e.g., those with few
or no cautionary/warning labels).
• Cyanide salts can be toxic by ingestion, inhalation, or skin absorption.
• Avoid cyanide plating solutions. If used, ensure appropriate ventilation for this activity, be familiar
with the hazards, and alert your local emergency room to have a cyanide kit available.
• Sulfuric acid (> 10%) is corrosive on contact with the skin/eyes, mucous membranes, respiratory
and gastrointestinal tracts.
• Wear protective clothing, chemical splash goggles, and gloves.

2.1.2.3 General Hazards and Safety in Forging or Smithing
• Furnaces used for forging with heat may release metal fumes and toxic gases (e.g., carbon
monoxide) and infrared radiation.
• Be aware of fire and thermal hazards. Practice fire prevention (e.g., store combustibles away from
heat, install sprinklers, obtain a fire extinguisher, etc.).
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• Ensure appropriate ventilation for this activity.
• Install carbon monoxide alarms.
• Wear protective clothing, gloves, earplugs, and infrared goggles or a face shield.

2.1.2.4 General Hazards and Safety in Foundry
• Mold types include channel, cuttlebone, sand, and lost wax.
• Read the product label. When possible, choose the safest materials available (e.g., those with few
or no cautionary/warning labels).
• Potential hazards associated with mold making include exposure to the materials or contaminants
like Silica, Formaldehyde, Isocyanides, Asbestos, and Resins.
• Avoid casting in lead.
• Potentially toxic gases, including hydrogen cyanide and carbon monoxide, may form depending on
the mold used.
• Ensure appropriate ventilation for this activity and/or use a respirator.
• Wear protective clothing, gloves, and goggles.
• Clean dust and mold materials with a wet mop or sponge

2.1.2.5 General Hazards and Safety in Gilding
• Read the product label. When possible, choose the safest materials available (e.g., those with few
or no cautionary/warning labels).
• Avoid using mercury, if possible. Heating the amalgam of mercury with gold and/or silver will
release mercury vapor which may be toxic if inhaled.
• Potential health effects from inhalation exposure to mercury include swollen gums, vomiting,
diarrhea, kidney failure, bronchitis, pneumonitis, and nervous system problems.
• Avoid prolonged or repeated skin contact with mercury because it may cause allergic contact
dermatitis.
• Ensure appropriate ventilation when working with mercury.
• Carefully store mercury in closed containers and thoroughly clean up all spills with special kits.
Only vacuum with equipment designed to pick up mercury.
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2.1.2.6 General Hazards and Safety in Grinding and
polishing
• Read the product label. When possible, choose the safest materials available (e.g., those with few
or no cautionary/warning labels).
• Avoid using metals that may be highly toxic such as lead and cadmium.
• Wear appropriate clothing and eye protection.
• Ensure appropriate ventilation for this activity to avoid exposure to metal dust and fumes.
• Clean by wet mopping or with a HEPA vacuum. Do not sweep dust.

2.1.2.7 General Hazards and Safety in
Melting/pouring metal
• Furnace and metal fumes may be toxic if inhaled.
• Read the product label. When possible, choose the safest materials available (e.g., those with few
or no cautionary/warning labels).
• Be aware of fire and thermal hazards. Practice fire prevention (e.g., store combustibles away from
heat, install sprinklers, obtain a fire extinguisher, etc.).
• Ensure appropriate ventilation for this activity.
• Install carbon monoxide alarms.
• Furnaces can cause heat stress and emit infrared radiation.
• Wear protective clothing, gloves, and eye protection.

2.1.2.8 General Hazards and Safety in Niello
(Involves decorating or inlaying an incised design on metal with black metallic alloys of sulfur with
lead, copper or silver):
• Inhalation of lead sulfide dust from grinding or lead fumes from heating is toxic.
• Ensure appropriate ventilation for this activity and/or use a National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH)-approved respirator.
• Wear protective clothing and eye protection.
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2.1.2.9 General Hazards and Safety in Patina
(A green or brown coloring of metal produced by natural or chemically induced oxidation)
• Numerous patina chemicals are available including ammonium sulfide, ammonium hydroxide,
acetic acid, hydrochloric acid, barium sulfide, chromium VI compounds, copper compounds, ferric
chloride, hydrogen peroxide, lead acetate, liver of sulfur (potassium sulfide), nitric acid, oxalic acid,
potassium ferricyanide, sodium hydroxide, and zinc chloride.
• Read the product label. When possible, choose the safest materials available (e.g., those with few
or no cautionary/warning labels).
• Many patina chemicals may be toxic by ingestion, inhalation, and/or skin/eye contact.
• Wear protective clothing and eye protection.

2.1.2.10 General Hazards and Safety in Pickling
(A method of cleaning metal using chemicals (e.g., dilute inorganic acid solutions))
• Components may include sulfuric acid, nitric acid, hydrofluoric acid, and sodium bisulfate.
• Read the product label. When possible, choose the safest materials available (e.g., those with few
or no cautionary/warning labels).
• Concentrated acid solutions are corrosive and some, such as hydrofluoric acid, may cause toxicity
throughout the body (e.g., hypocalcemia, metabolic acidosis, hyperkalemia, and cardiac
dysrhythmias).
• Avoid cyanide-containing metal cleaning solutions.
• If possible, use steel wool to clean metal instead of chemicals.
• Wear protective clothing, gloves, eye protection, and apron and have an eyewash fountain and
emergency shower available when using concentrated acids.
• Ensure appropriate ventilation for this activity and/or use a National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH)-approved respirator.

2.1.2.11 General Hazards and Safety in Soldering
• Metals (e.g., cadmium, lead, silver, antimony, and zinc), fluxes (e.g., zinc chloride, rosin, and
fluoride), and cleaners/degreasers (e.g., solvents and acids) used in the soldering process may be
toxic.
• Read the product label. When possible, choose the safest materials available (e.g., those with few
or no cautionary/warning labels).
• Use lead-free and cadmium-free solder.
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• Various fluxes are available including those with acid, borax, fluoride, and rosin. Do not mix fluxes
because potentially toxic vapors may form. Avoid fluxes with fluoride.
• Silver salts may discolor the skin, eyes, and mucous membranes. Some silver salts are irritants and
others may be corrosive (e.g., silver nitrate).
• Wear eye protection and gloves.
• Ensure appropriate ventilation for this activity.

2.1.3 Health
As defined by World Health Organization (WHO), Health is a "State of complete physical, mental,
and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity." Health is a dynamic
condition resulting from a body's constant adjustment and adaptation in response to stresses and
changes in the environment for maintaining an inner equilibrium called homeostasis.

2.1.3.1 Staying Mentally Healthy
Keep your mind limber. In addition to the fact that staying mentally active is emotionally rewarding,
studies have shown that there is a correlation between mentally challenging activities and a
decreased risk of Alzheimer's. Never stop learning, even if you feel like you’re “past your prime.”


There are some simple ways you can exercise your mind. For example, you c an try taking a
different route to work, or brush your teeth with the hand you don't normally use.



Read more, and challenge yourself with your reading selection. Alternate between reading
those pulp mystery novels you love, and classics like selections by Hemingway, Twain, and
London.



Solve puzzles and play games of strategy. These sorts of games engage you mentally. You
could also learn to play an instrument. These activities have been linked to improved
memory.
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Figure 1.2. 1 Trying New Ideas

Strengthen your relationships. Prioritize developing meaningful relationships above just being
social. Surround yourself with humans that enrich your life and make you satisfied. Exercise selfdisclosure, which means that sharing matters which can be unique to you (your thoughts, fears,
favorite movies and tune, pet peeves, and many other things.) with those you accept as true with.
This has been proven to be of tremendous significance to not handiest forging deeper interpersonal
connections, however additionally feeling validated emotionally.


Learn how to have a healthy relationship. Be open about what you are feeling, try to
understand what others are feeling, and be willing to compromise. If you think you’re in
a manipulative or controlling relationship, get out of it. It’s better to stand strong on your
own than being held back by a companion.



Make the time to remain connected to your friends. This doesn't simply mean posting a
Youtube video to their Facebook page each once in an exce edingly whereas. If you reside
far-flung from your friends, take the time to meet them once each week. If you reside close
to your best friends, create time hebdomadally to prevent in and catch up (even if you each
have busy work weeks/families etc.). Friends cause you to laugh, and riant is additionally a
vital a part of health.
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Figure 1.2. 2 Strengthing Relations

Pursue your passions. Get some time to exercise any musical instrument, do an art undertaking,
take pix, construct models, bake cakes, or some thing else that enriches your free time. If you need
to research something new, take the nighttime or weekend elegance. If you may’t consider
something thrilling off the top of your head, take some time to discover a hobby.


If you’re convinced that there isn’t enough time within the day to pursue any activities, try
and decrease on a time-wasting activity like channel-surfing or touching refresh on
Facebook. you'll be shocked by what proportion time you really pay ahead of a screen after
you can be doing different things.



Join a gaggle or club. Meeting up with those that share a standard interest can each get you
out of the house and boost your sense of happiness. be part of a book club, a sports team,
or a walking cluster. d evour a community newspaper to seek out listings of clubs set in your
space.

Figure 1.2. 3 Pursuing Passion
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Learn how to understand your emotions. It is vital to bear in mind of what you're feeling. once you
area unit connected along with your emotions, you'll be able to each acknowledge once you area
unit acting out attributable to your emotions and understand a lot of completely with others.
Knowing yourself may be a key a part of having sensible mental health --it’s vital to understand once
one thing is creating you sad so you'll either fix it or cut it out of your life. Likewise, it's additionally
sensible to acknowledge the items that cause you to happy. close yourself with sensible energy can
promote a happier, healthier you.


Go to a meditation cluster and find out how to focus your mind on the positive. Speak with a
expert World Health Organization can assist you kind through your emotions. register in
associate degree emotional awareness course that teaches you to ackno wledge, accept, and
perceive your emotions.



Learn a way to address emotional pain and, if necessary, affect emotional abuse. Speak with
a healer or somebody you trust. Bottling up your feelings can solely build your condition
additional untidy.

Figure 1.2. 4 Performing Meditation

2.1.3.2 Staying Physically Healthy
Maintain healthy eating habits. Avoid fad diets-they are often incredibly unhealthy. To get all the
nutrition the human body needs, you must eat a balanced diet including dairy, grains, protein, fruits
and veggies, as well as fat (yes, even fat!). By doing so, you'll have a healthy heart, healthy brain,
and a fully functional immune system. Eating highly varied foods will also help insure you get all the
vitamins, minerals, oils, and enzymes your body craves.


To lose weight, you must burn more calories than you consume. That’s all there is to it. With
the exception of sweets, eliminating one area of the food pyramid from your diet won’t
replace the need to simply consume fewer calories.
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Avoid skipping meals, which is hard on the body. Some people even recommend eating up
to six mini meals a day instead of three large ones, which can sustain energy and steady
blood-sugar levels; however, many people end up turning th eir “mini meals” into junk food
sessions and end up consuming not just more calories, but emptier ones. Be honest with
yourself before making this choice.



If you want to work on portion control, eat low energy-density foods (i.e. more substance,
fewer calories). Fruits and vegetables, for example, are packed with not only vitamins and
minerals, but also water and fiber, making them take longer to digest and keeping you full
longer.

Figure 1.2. 5 Healty Food

Drink more water. Water helps flush metabolic wastes to keep your metabolism in top shape. Water
can also help you feel fuller, so drink at least a half-gallon (2 liters) of water every day (or more if
you are active or live in a hot climate).


Try to drink water that has been purified. Tap water often contains things like chlorine and
fluoride that reduce the health benefits of drinking water.
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Figure 1.2. 6 Drink more water

Sleep well every night. Adults should get 7 to 9 hours daily, wherea s school-aged children should
get 10 to 11. One of absolutely the most significant ways that of up the standard of your sleep is to
try to do it in complete darkness, as even little amounts of sunshine interfere with the chemicals
that tell your body to rest. If you can’t eliminate the sunshine in your area, wear a watch mask.
Another one amongst the most effective ways that to enhance your sleep is to exercise.


Sleeping is also a good way to prevent overeating. A study by The American Journal of
Clinical Nutrition demonstrated that men who only slept for 4 hours consumed, on average,
500 more calories than they did after sleeping for 8.

Figure 1.2. 7 Sleep Well

Stick to an exercise regimen. If you don’t want to pay for a gym membership, try strength-training
at home. The muscle you develop will help increase your metabolism: the bodies of muscular people
burn more calories even while they’re at rest. To help you stick to your regimen, keep a workout
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journal. Plan out when and where you will work out each week and stick to it. Each time you work
out, write down what you did and for how long.


To keep your heart in shape, do cardio. One particularly effective way to improve your
cardiovascular health is to do interval training, which means alternating between low- and
high-intensity activity. It is proved to be a quick and extremely effective way to improve
heart health and endurance. (Anyone over the age of 60 or who has heart disease, high
blood pressure, or arthritis should consult a doctor before attempting interval training.)

Figure 1.2. 8 Regular Exercises

Limit your vices. Quit smoking, beat drug addiction, and, if necessary, stop drinking. Avoid other
risky behaviors like speeding, fighting, unsafe sex, and excessive thrill-seeking.

Figure 1.2. 9 Limit your bad habits
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2.1.4 Maintaining Personal Hygiene
Personal hygiene involves those practices performed by an individual to care for one's bodily health
and wellbeing, through cleanliness. Follow are some common practice to maintain hygiene in
personal life.
Brush your teeth twice a day. Even if you're in a hurry, brushing your teeth will remove bits of food,
bacteria, and stains that can cause problems if left to fester. Try brushing once in the morning and
once before you go to bed, and spend at least two minutes each time you brush.


If you are constantly on the go, have a travel toothbrush in your purse or briefcase so you
can pop into the bathroom at work.



Spend enough time to brush the front, back, and tops of your teeth, especially the molars.

Figure 1.2. 10 Brush Teeth Regularly

Floss at least once a day. Your dentist is not lying when he says this is one of the most overlooked
hygiene regiments. Regular flossing cleans the parts of your teeth a brush can't reach and stimulates
healthy gum growth.


Using a short piece of floss, get in between your teeth and along the gum line, using your
fingers to add pressure.



Take to your orthodontist about ways to floss if you have braces, such as dental threads.



Be sure to clean in between your back teeth too, using the floss around all sides of the
molars.



Mouthwash does not physically remove plaque and food and is not a substitute for flossing.
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Figure 1.2. 11 Clean Teeth Regularly

Schedule regular visits to the dentist. While going to the dentist every six months is not strictly
necessary for healthy adults, children and those with dental issues should talk to their dentists
about frequent checkups. Monitor your teeth, note any changes or worrisome pains, and get your
teeth professionally cleaned at a minimum of once year.


Smokers, diabetics, and people with a history of cavities should see the dentist twice a year
or more.

Figure 1.2. 12 Go for regular dental visits

Bathe or shower at least every two days. Bathing removes the oils, dirt, dead skin bacteria that you
accumulate every day and is essential to having good hygiene. Showering frequently is the most
important hygienic habit you can develop for your hair and skin.
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If you don't have access to a shower, a cloth and some water will help remove dirt and
irritants from your skin.



Showering too frequently can be bad for your skin as well -- once a day is enough.

Figure 1.2. 13 Take bath daily

Take short, warm showers instead of long hot showers. Long showers don't only waste water and
electricity; they can clog your pores and dry out your skin. The heat is also tough on your hair. A
short shower is all you need and will promote healthy skin.

Figure 1.2. 14 Take shower regularly

Wash your hands frequently. The majority of foods borne diseases are caused by human
contamination, and the number one culprits are dirty hands. Protect yourself and people around
you by washing your hands for 20 seconds using soap and warm water after using the bathroom,
going outside, or handling food.
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If possible, turn the faucet off with your elbow to prevent recontamination.

Figure 1.2. 15Clean Hands

Wash and disinfect your work surfaces regularly. The kitchen and the bathroom build up bacteria
quickly, so stay ahead of the game by regularly wiping down your counter-tops, sinks, and toilets
whenever they get dirty. Don't leave crumbs or food around your kitchen overnight, as this attracts
ants and germs.


Use a disinfected spray in your bathroom and kitchen once every few weeks.



Dry surfaces after cleaning them so that they don't grow mold.



Don't forget to steam or disinfect your curtains and furniture at least once a year too.

Figure 1.2. 16 Use Disinfectant
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Open you windows when you can. Circulating fresh air around your workplace is good for your
lungs and prevents bacteria from building up in the air. If you can't open your windows for long
periods of time, like during the winter, use an aerosol spray with disinfectant if the work area smells
stale or moldy.

Figure 1.2. 17 Open Windows

Wash your bedding every few weeks. Oil can build up on the sheets and cause acne and irritations.
Dead skin cells, dirt from your feet and body, and bugs can also hang around in your sheets if you
don't take the time to wash them. You shouldn't go more than two weeks without washing your
sheets.


Having spare sheets that you can use while washing the other set makes you likely to
change your sheets regularly.

Always wear clean clothes and underwear. Dirty clothes breed bacteria and will be smelly and
uncomfortable. Wash clothes after wearing them and never put on sweaty or wet clothes.




Tight clothes are more likely to get dirty and trap sweat.
Remove tight or sweaty clothes soon after a workout to prevent build up.
UV from the sun is a powerful disinfectant that kills many bugs and bacteria.
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Notes
__________________________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Unit 2.2: Common Accidents and Prevention
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Know about the common accidents that occur in workshop.
Understand the preventive measures to be taken to minimize accidents.
Learn the procedure to use fire extinguisher
Learn the ingredients of First-Aid Kit.
Learn the methods of giving First-Aid in case of accident.

2.2.1 What is an Accident?
An accident is a specific, unpredictable, unusual and unintended external action which occurs in a
particular time and place, with no apparent and deliberate cause but with marked effects.

Types of Accidents

Physical

Activity

Vehicle

Collision or fall

Accidents during the
execution of Work

Bike Accident

or Electrical

Car Accident

2.2.1.1Frequently occurring accidents/hazards on
Workshop
Some of the more frequently encountered hazards include:


Electrical hazards



Hazard due to scissors and needle



Falling object hazards



Equipment failure

 Fire Hazard
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2.2.2 What is a Fire Extinguisher?
Fire extinguishers are a fire protection device used to extinguish or control small fires.

Figure 2.2. 1 Fire Extinguisher

2.2.2.1 How does a fire Extinguisher Work?
Fire extinguishers contain carbon dioxide, which is the chemical that creates the pressure over the
extinguishing agent. Once the lever is pushed, Carbon dioxide will push the agent and project it
through the hose.
Types of Fire Extinguishers:
Fire extinguishers are classified based on the type of burning material

Figure 2.2. 2 Types of Fire Extinguisher
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2.2.2.2 General method to operate a Fire Extinguisher
P

A

S

S

Pull the Pin at the top of the extinguisher. The pin releases a locking mechanism and will allow you
to discharge the extinguisher.

Aim at the base of the fire, not the flames. This is important - in order to put out the fire, you must
extinguish the fuel.

Squeeze the lever slowly. This will release the extinguishing agent in the extinguisher. If the handle
is released, the discharge will stop.

Sweep from side to side. Using a sweeping motion, move the fire extinguisher back and forth until
the fire is completely out. Operate the extinguisher from a safe distance, several feet away, and
then move towards the fire once it starts to diminish. Be sure to read the instructions on your fire
extinguisher. Different type of fire extinguishers recommend operating them from different
distances. Note that you should aim at the base of the fire not at the flames!!

2.2.3 First Aid and First Aid Kit
First aid is the assistance given to any person suffering a sudden illness or injury with care
provided to preserve life, prevent the condition from worsening, or promote recovery.

2.2.3.1 Components of First Aid kit
Kits vary in contents but most kits have the following items:












Band-aids / Adhesive bandages
Gauze pads and tape
Scissors, cold pack
Wound bandage / compress
Eye pads / eye wash solution
First aid / burn cream
Antibiotic ointment
Face shield or barrier mask for providing CPR
Forceps / tweezers
Disposable thermometers
First aid instruction booklet
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2.2.4 Common Procedures for First Aid in various situations
2.2.4.1 Adult / Child Choking: Severe Airway Blockage
Quickly ask, “are you choking?”
 If the victim nods yes, or is unable to talk, speak, or cough – act quickly.
 Stand behind the victim.
 Make a fist and place the thumb side of that hand against the victim’s abdomen, just above the
navel and below the ribs. Grasp fist with the other hand.
 Quickly thrust inward and upward into the abdomen.
 Repeat thrusts until object is expelled or victim becomes unresponsive.

Victim is unresponsive:





If needed, help the victim to the ground and alert EMS / call 911.
Begin chest thrusts as you would with CPR. Each time the airway is opened look for the object in
the victim’s throat and if you can see it, remove it – being careful not to lodge the object further
into the victim’s throat.
Continue chest thrusts until EMS / Paramedics arrive, or the victim shows signs of breathing
/responsiveness.

2.2.4.2 Minor Wounds
Signs and Symptoms:






Break, cut or opening in the skin
Bleeding – may be minor, moderate or severe
Bruising and pain
Infection
Progressing shock

First Aid:


If bleeding, apply direct pressure with a clean cloth or absorbent pad.
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Wash area with antibacterial soap and clean until there appears to be no foreign matter in the
wound.
Cover area with an adhesive bandage or gauze wrap.

2.2.4.3 Bruising
It is caused by broken blood vessels leaking blood under the skin. Bruising can be minimal or large
and severe.

Signs and Symptoms:



Pain and swelling
Discoloration: new bruising will be dark purple / older bruising will fade to greenish yellow

First Aid:



Apply ice to injury to reduce pain, bleeding and swelling.
To prevent frost bite to the injured area, place a thin towel or cloth between the skin and ice.
Limit ice application to 20 minutes on, 20 off.
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2.2.4.4 Shock
Shock develops when not enough blood flows to the vital organs of the body. Victims with shock
may stop responding.

Signs and Symptoms:








Dizziness, faint or weak feeling
Rapid, shallow breathing
Anxiety, restlessness, agitation, or confusion
Cool and clammy to the touch
Pale or grayish skin
Thirst
Nausea or vomiting

First Aid:






Help person lie on their back.
Keep victim lying flat with feet slightly elevated if possible.
Cover person to keep him/her warm, but prevent overheating.
Ensure an open airway for victim and adequate breathing.
Monitor victim and administer CPR if necessary.

2.2.4.5Burns
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Signs and Symptoms:



Pain, Redness
Swelling, Blisters

First Aid:






Expose the burn.
Cool burns with cold water and continue until pain lessens.
After cooling, cover with a dry, sterile bandage or clean dressing.
Protect from friction /pressure
DO NOT pop blisters or apply any ointment or other substance.

2.2.4.6 Bites and Stings First Aid

General Signs and Symptoms







Redness
Swelling
Pain
Itching
Nausea
Problems breathing

First Aid





Remove jewellery and constrictive clothing
Wash the area with soap and clean water
Cover the area with an adhesive bandage or gauze wrap
Apply ice if needed to reduce pain and swelling
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2.2.4.7 Heat Exhaustion First Aid

Signs and Symptoms:











Cool, moist skin with goose bumps when in the heat
Heavy sweating
Faintness
Dizziness
Fatigue
Weak, rapid pulse
Low blood pressure upon standing
Muscle cramps
Nausea
Headache

First Aid:





Stop all activity and rest.
Move to a cooler place.
Drink cool water or sports drinks.
Contact your doctor if your signs or symptoms worsen or if they don't improve within one hour.
Seek immediate medical attention if your body temperature reaches 104°F (40°C) or higher.

2.2.5 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Personal protective equipment (PPE) refers to protective clothes, goggles, helmets, and other
garments or equipment designed to protect the wearer's body from injury or infection. The hazards
taken care of by protective equipment include physical, heat, chemicals, biohazards, electrical, and
airborne.
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Exercise
1. Discuss some general safety rules for working in the workshop.
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2. What is PPE and are the common components of PPE?

3. What is an accident and what are the types of accidents?

4. Discuss the types of fire-extinguisher and their uses?
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5. Write a short note on health and hygiene?

6. What are the common components of First-Aid kit?

7. What are the symptoms of shock and what should be the first-aid?
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8. What are the symptoms of heat exhaustion and what should be the first-aid?
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3. Preparation for
Engraving
Unit 3.1 – Engraving Tools and Consumables
Unit 3.2 – Preparing Metal Surface for Engraving
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Know various tools and consumables used for engraving
Understand the functioning of hand tools and laser tools.
Know the process of preparing the metal surfaces.
Understand the type of materials on which the engraving can be done.
Understand the properties of the material
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Unit 3.1: Engraving Tools and Consumables
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know various tools and consumables used for engraving.
2. Understand the functioning of hand tools and laser tools.
3. Understand the holding devices for workpiece

3.1.1 Tools for engraving
In the market, you may get tonnes of different type of engraving tools having their customized
specialities. But, deep down there are only three type of engraving tool options;
1. Chisel and Hammer
2. Hand Graver
3. Engraving Machine
Here, we will discuss the properties of each tool one by one so you can understand which one will
be better in terms of performance and cost.

Chisel and Hammer for Engraving
Chisel is a strong piece of Carbon Steel or High Speed Steel (HSS) which is used to cut the metal by
straight impact. The chisel can be of different shapes and sizes like given in below figure:

Figure 2.2. 3 Chisels
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You may not get the exact size of chisel in market for doing your work. In such cases, you will need a
grinder machine or a customized drill machine (which has diamond lap plate attached to it) to grind
the edge of chisel best suitable to your work, refer to figure below.

Figure 2.2. 4 Grinding Tool

Once you have made this setup don’t dismantle it because whenever there is a requirement of
sharpening the tool, you are going to need this.
After the chisel is ready, fit it in the mandrel as shown in the figure below.

Figure 2.2. 5 Sharpening Tools

Note that for sharpening the tool, you can use the Sharpening fixture as shown next.
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Figure 2.2. 6 Sharpening Fixture

Now, the next thing you need is a small ball hammer as shown in below figure to apply necessary
pressure whenever required.

Figure 2.2. 7 Hammer

Hand Graver
Hand gravers or say Hand engraving tools are available in market for metal wares. It might be
possible that you need to grind the shape of graving tool. Various shapes of graver are given in
below figure.
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Figure 2.2. 8 Type of graves

Figure below shows the type of graves for various purposes.

Engraving Tool Shapes
Engraving tools are precise tools with sharp tips. They must be made from top quality steel, shaped
and sharpened to specific angles, and fitted into handles that provide comfort and control while
working. Commercially available gravers are made from a highly refined fine-grained tool steel. A
high-speed steel is recommended for working on hard materials and for having the greatest possible
durability; there are even engraving tools with carbide cutting tips.
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Gravers are usually sold with pre-shaped tips, but these angles will need to be reworked before the
tool is used. Gravers can be purchased from jewelry supply companies in the shapes shown in figure
next.

Gravers forms.
a) small pointed (onglette) graver.
b) wider pointed graver
c) knife graver
d) facet graver
e) ovel graver
f) flat gracer with wide rib
g) flat graver with small rib
h) rounded grave
i) rounded graver with small rib
j) line graver
Onglette
This popular shape is shown in two sizes in a and b of above figure. The sides curve slightly outward
from a top edge that is flat and can range from one to four millimeters wide. This tool shape offers
wonderful versatility, slicing a skinny line with a light stroke and widening as it's far rolled on its
aspect or pressed extra deeply into the sheet. It is preferred to create letters because of the ease
with which it cuts a line of increasing width
Knife graver
Illustrated at c in the figure, this graver is a slim, straight-walled version of the onglette. It is difficult
to control on curves and rarely used by itself, but it cuts deep hair -thin lines. It is used to add
delicate details to figures cut with other tools.
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Beveled graver
This is the stout sibling of the wide onglette, d of figure, used to make bold cuts in tough metal. The
side surfaces form an angle of 100¡, with the upper sides being parallel. The width of the back can
be between 1.5-3 mm.
Oval graver
This tool, shown at e in the figure can be considered a slim version of the onglette, but in this case
the pointed oval is not truncated with a flat spine along the top. In practice this shape offers a blank
that is ground as needed to create a tool to shave metal from within tight enclosures. This is the
tool, for instance, that is used to carve a seat for a stone inside a bezel wall.
Flat graver
This tool has a flat base, or belly that can be used to carve away unwanted metal, as for instance
while putting off extra solder. The cross segment can be trapezoidal (f and g of parent ) or a
rectangle. This is also the tool used to make decorative wiggle cuts. It is the practical workhorse of
the graver own family, being used much less for ornamentation than shaving, scraping, and slicing
textures. Flat gravers should be of widths from .2 mm to 5 mm.
Round graver
This name is deceiving because the tool itself, pictured in two sizes at h and j of the figure, is not
round. However, the groove it cuts is a round -bottomed trench and hence the name is derived. As
proven, the facet walls may be either parallel or sloped. This device is among the easiest to
manipulate and is therefore useful for all styles of decorative work.
Florentine finish graver
This tool looks at first glance like a flat graver, but closer examination will reveal delicate lines cut
lengthwise into the belly. Those cut first-rate parallel strains into the floor, an impact this is used to
ornament an otherwise undeniable floor while simultaneously shielding it from wear and
fingerprints.

3.1.2 Preparation of the engraving tool
It is commonplace that graver blanks are furnished in a length enough to house the biggest hand.
this means that the relaxation folks should begin with the aid of shortening them. Grasp the tool
vertically in a vice with the unwanted portion of the tang projecting up. Strike an energetic blow
with a metal hammer sideways in opposition to the tang and it's going to snap off cleanly. To sav e
the end from shooting across the room, seize the damaged off element in a towel or rag held in
opposition to the vice.
Reshape the tang by using grinding, both with a bench grinder, sanding system, or appropriate
wheels on a flexible shaft device. The graver is secured by friction right into inside the same way as a
report; comfy it right into a vice and faucet the take care of into place with a mallet. Because the
device turns into shorter via numerous polishing, a protracted cope with is replaced by a s horter
one. even though the grip may feel a touch awkward in the beginning. in case your hand muscular
tissues get cramped for the duration of engraving the tool is just too brief and have to be replaced.
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Proper shaping and sharpening of gravers is as important as it is difficult to describe on the printed
page. The following description should be supplemented with practice and experimentation. Refer
to figure, an onglette graver, for the following instructions. In general, these same steps will be used
for other shapes, though the angles of each tool differ slightly.

Graver with small partially grounded rib
Gravers are sold in their hardened country and any grinding must be carried out in the sort of
manner that this mood is preserved. Touch the tool lightly to the grinding wheel, dipping it regularly
into water all through the procedure to prevent it from overheating. If the metallic starts to expose
shade the temper has been compromised.
The first step is to narrow the place adjoining to the tip for 1-2 centimeters (half of - 3/four inch).
This will allow higher viewing of the operating tip of the tool and facilitate sharpening because there
is much less steel to be removed. Use a stone to cut away at the least half of the pinnacle phase on
the tip, creating a mild arc as shown. This part ought to be made clean due to the fact your arms
could be resting on it whilst slicing. Do not cross too distance returned due to the fact this could
weaken the tool.
The belly or underside of the graver is floor so it shows two symmetrical sides. If the tool changed
into grew to become over, these is probably said to resemble the roof of a house. The angle among
those two sides might be among 30 and 60° depending upon the hardness of the material to be cut.
A slim tip cuts a finer line however is greater fragile.
The face of the tool is then floor to a slope, usually round forty five°, again relying at the fabric being
cut; the finer the slope, the greater delicate the tool. it'd assist to visualise a pencil point. If it is
made very long and pointy it makes a fine line but often breaks in use.
Each belly and face surfaces have to be perfectly flat like the sides on a gem. T his may insure that
the angles wherein the faces meet are directly and crisp, which in turn is what makes the device
sharp. Grinding is generally carried out on an oilstone, operating in a circular stroke, first on a rough
stone after which on a finer one. whilst the surfaces are accurate - look at with magnification - shift
to a polishing stone like Arkansas or a best abrasive paper. Comply with this with some strokes on a
tough leather-based with a sharpening powder to create a reflect vibrant end.
Test the sharpening by sliding the tip of the graver held on your thumb nail. A properly sharpened
tool will stick immediately while an improperly shaped tool will slide off. There is no point in going
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to the metal until the tool passes this test. Cutting with a dull graver is tedious, uncontrolled and
almost certain to ruin the work.

3.1.3 Engraving Machine

Figure 2.2. 9 Engraving Machine

The steps on how engraving machines work are given next.

Image Creation
The first step in the engraving process is the creation of the image that is to be engraved. Most
engraving machines today are high-tech instruments using laser technology. An image can be
captured using a standard digital camera, a 3-D camera, or an image that is predesigned. The image
is scanned into a computer before being transferred to the laser engraving machine.

Tracing the Pattern
As soon as the picture is transferred to the device, the laser starts tracing the sample of the
photograph. The movement of the laser is controlled through automatic programming. The laser
must be installation to put off the same quantity from the cloth the picture is being engraved upon.
an x-y desk is used for the most particular type of engraving. The laser deflects from a mirror located
on the alternative side and tilted at a forty-five-degree attitude. The beam is then directed
perpendicular to the axis via use of any other replicate. The usage of mirrors serves the cause of
engraving horizontally and vertically in tandem.

Engraving on a Flat Surface
Some other sort of engraving machines uses a flat table approach so that the laser's electricity is
directed broadly speaking in the direction of preserving the correct depth. this form of engraving
device is used for developing a uniform result. The fabric on which the engraving is achieved with a
flat table tends to have a thinner, flatter surface. While the surface does own variances in form, a
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device is used wherein the parameters of the laser's motion can be modified in real time. This allows
the beam of the laser to grow to be more adaptable to even minute adjustments in the dimensions
of the surface to be engraved.
Apart from the above tools, there are also some tools to support engraving:

Holding Devices
These tools are used to hold objects for hand engraving or machine engraving. There are mainly two
type of engraving tools; Vice and engravers pitch bowl.

Vice
A vise or vice (see spelling discussion) is a mechanical apparatus used to secure an object to allow
work to be performed on it. Vises have two parallel jaws, one fixed and the other movable, threaded
in and out by a screw and lever.

Figure 2.2. 10 Vice

Engravers Pitch Bowl
Engravers pitch bowls are used to hold the object using rubber doughnut. The rubber doughnut is
melt with the help of a low power heat gun. After it is melt, the workpiece is fixed on rubber
doughnut. As the melt cools down it strongly arrests the workpiece.
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Figure 2.2. 11 Pitch Bowl

Figure 2.2. 12 Hot Gun

Consumables for Engraving
Engraving Ink
Inks can be divided into three main groups according to how they dry:
1. Evaporation
2. Thermosetting
3. UV (ultraviolet light) exposure
Ink is made up of two basic components: pigments and a carrier. The carrier is water or a solvent.
Inks that dry by evaporation can be water or solvent-based. The principal solvents are almost all
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VOCs or volatile organic compounds, which means they evaporate rather well. Water dries more
slowly than the solvents, but doesn't put VOC emissions into the atmosphere.
Environmental concerns have led to numerous interest in water-based totally inks and some very
speedy tendencies in that vicinity. Alas, despite the fact that water-primarily based inks can now be
used even on some plastics, they may be nevertheless only to be had for a limited number of
substrates. Most signal shops use air-dry inks exclusively, and most air-dry inks are still solventbased totally. Multipurpose, vinyl, and tooth inks all use unique solvents as vendors, which mean
that each type of ink can be a touch bit different to work with. For example, multipurpose and vinyl
each dry faster than tooth, but each will stay prone to solvents when they dry. Enamel will no
longer.
Whilst now not frequently used in sign printing, thermosetting inks are commonplace in different
industries. Thermosetting inks therapy instead of dry and could remain liquid until exposed to heat.
Plastisol is surely the quality-recognized thermosetting ink because of its widespread use in printing
t-shirts and textiles. Epoxy inks are associated with the thermosetting organization because some of
them can be heat-cured to boom durability. Epoxy inks remedy thru a chemical reaction among the
bottom and a catalyst, which needs to be introduced one after the other. Normally the catalyst is
delivered just earlier than you begin printing due to the fact the ink treatment plans within a few
hours. They're normally used for printing on glass, steel, ceramics and a few styles of plastic.
UV inks are simply becoming more popular each day, however they want to be uncovered to a
powerful UV mild source as a way to treatment. With their extraordinarily high solids content and
speedy curing potential UV inks are commonly found in high-extent printing operations. As with the
plastisol there may be no risk of these inks drying in a screen. But, UV drying gadget calls for a
considerable funding, and beginning signal printers would be well suggested to stick with the
standard air-dry inks. Because they contain no VOCs, and therefore produce no environmentally
dangerous emissions, UV inks are regularly regarded as the wave of the future.
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Unit 3.2: Preparation Metal Surface for Engraving
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know the process of preparing the metal surfaces.
2. Understand the type of materials on which the engraving can be done.
3. Understand the properties of the material

3.2.1 Preparing Metal Surface for Engraving
Most of the time, you will get a fresh piece of metal. But sometimes you may need to wash the
metal surface before performing engraving. To wash the metal surface:


Mix the detergent with water at a proportion suitable to the condition of metal surface



Apply the detergent mixture on metal surface with the help of brush.



Wait for around five minutes or till the strains on metal surface get dissolved.



Wash the surface with water.

Industrial Approach for Metal Surface Preparation
Degreasing
Degreasing is achieved for you to remove any loosely held dust or other contaminants from the
surface. Surfaces may be degreased the usage of unstable solvents which includes toluene, acetone,
methyl ethyl ketone, methyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol and trichloroethylene. However, kindly
ensure that each one the environmental, fitness and safety guidelines are met previous to choosing
a solvent. The most common methods used, typically include the three main steps:
1. Vapor degrease/clean/rinse the parts with the appropriate solve nts
2. Immerse the substrates in a fresh bath of solvent for the wash and follow by an immersion
in the second tank for a rinse
3. Cleaning and drying the substrate post the degreasing
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Figure 2.2. 13 Degreasing

Abrasion
Mechanical abrasion of easy surfaces is hired to remove heavy loose surface deposits which includes
dust, oxide layers or every other contaminant that is probably deposited on the surface. Many of the
handiest mechanical techniques used include sand blasting, cord brushing and abrasion with
sandpaper or emery material. The surfaces want to be degreased and wiped clean before in addition
to after abrasion to dispose of any pre-current contaminants on the floor. As soon as the surfaces
were abraded, they want to be degreased to remove the debris from abrasion.

Figure 2.2. 14 Abrasion Paper
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Dry abrasion is a mechanical technique in which the operator hand sands or wire brushes the
substrate with a medium abrasive material. However, this approach is pretty depending on the
consumer and care ought to be taken to reap steady consequences. Abrasive blasting tends to be
desired as it is a quick, green and incredibly managed method. Sand blasting or other strategies are
commonly hired to attain this. an rms of approximately one hundred fifty (microinches) to 250
(microinches) is normally advocated for metals. Please observe warning have to be exercised based
on the exact cloth used eventually on the feasibility of this approach.

Chemical Treatment
Specific chemical techniques have been advanced for treating unique substrates. these treatments
exchange the physical in addition to the chemical properties of the floor with a view to improve the
adhesion. A wide variety of acids and alkalis are used for this reason. Typically, the specific chemical
or an aggregate of chemicals is positioned in a chemically resistant field. The chemical bathtub is
then heated to the correct temperature and the steel is immersed inside the chemical tub for the
specified quantity of time. After chemically treating the surfaces, it's miles important to rinse the
surface with di water (deionization water) and carefully dry the floor before it's miles subjected to
similarly use. Intense care need to be taken whilst handling chemical substances. Good laboratory
competencies ought to be used at the same time as coping with these chemicals. The personnel
must be sporting the suitable non-public protecting gadget and need to be nicely skilled in dealing
with those chemicals.

Figure 2.2. 15 Chemical Treatment

The table below lists the chemical treatments typically used for some most commonly used metal
substrates:

Substrate

Aluminum

Etching Solution

DI Water
Sulfuric Acid (96%)
Sodium dichromate
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Composition
(Wt%)

Pretreatment Conditions

68.83
24.51
6.66

Immersion: 20 min. @ 25°C
Rinse: Tap water followed by DI
water
Oven Dry: 30 min. @ 70°C
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Beryllium

Sodium hydroxide
Distilled Water

Copper

Magnesium

Nickel

Stainless
Steel

Steel (mild)

Titanium

Nitric Acid (69%)
Ferric Chloride
Distilled Water

Chromic Acid
Distilled Water

Nitric Acid (69%)

Nitric Acid (69%)
Distilled Water

Ethyl alcohol (denatured)
Orthophosphoric Acid (85%)

Nitric Acid (69%)
Hydrofluoric Acid (60%)
Distilled Water

20
80

Immersion: 3 - 4 min. @ 79°C 85°C
Rinse: Tap water followed by DI
water
Oven Dry: 30 min. @ 70°C

12.4
6.2
81.4

Immersion: 1 - 2 min. @ 21°C 32°C
Rinse: Tap water followed by DI
water
Oven Dry: 30 min. @ 65°C Max

20
80

Immersion: 10 min. @ 71°C 88°C
Rinse: Tap water followed by DI
water
Oven Dry: 30 min. <60°C

100

Immersion: 5 sec. @ 20°C
Rinse: Tap water followed by DI
water
Oven Dry: 60 min. @ 40°C

20
80

Immersion: 25 - 35 min. @ 21°C
- 32°C
Rinse: Tap water followed by DI
water
Oven Dry: 30 min. @ 65°C Max

66.7
33.3

Immersion: 10 min. @ 60°C
Rinse: Tap water followed by DI
water
Oven Dry: 60 min. @ 120°C

28.8
3.4
67.8
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Oven Dry: 15 min. @ 70°C 80°C

Zinc

Hydrochloric Acid (37%)
Distilled Water

20
80

Immersion: 2 - 4 min. @ 20°C
Rinse: Tap water followed by DI
water
Oven Dry: 30 min. @ 66°C 70°C

A combination of degreasing, abrasion, and chemical treatment techniques can be employed for
preparing metal surfaces.

Notes
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Exercise
1. Write down a short note on use of chisel and hammer in engraving.
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2. What is hand graver and how do we use it for engraving?

3. Discuss the general hazards and safety in grinding and polishing.

4. Write short notes on Onglette and Knife gravers.

5.

Write down steps for preparation of the engraving tool.

6. Write down the steps for working on engraving machine.
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7. Write down the home method of preparing metal surfaces for engraving.

8. Discuss the industrial approach for metal surface preparation for engraving.
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4. Engraving Design
on Metal Surface
Unit 4.1 – Creating Design on Metal Surface
Unit 4.2 – Engraving Design on Metal Surface
Unit 4.3 – Achieving Quality Standards
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Understand the procedures of tracing/outlining designs on metal surfaces.
Know the tools and material required for creating designs on metal surfaces .
Understand the use of various tools for engraving.
Learn the technique of carving letters and designs on metal surfaces.
Learn the procedure of shading the engraved portion
Perform quality checks on the engraved designs.
Ensure the output is defect free and hazard free.
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Unit 4.1: Creating Design on Metal Surface
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Describe the procedures of tracing/outlining designs on metal surfaces.
Identify the tools and material required for creating designs on metal surfaces.
Describe the minute details of creating designs on metal surface.
Identify the basic properties of tracing and outlining geometry tools.

4.1.1 Preparing Drawing for Engraving
Drawing preparation is an important step for engraving because all the later work direc tly depends
on it. The steps for preparing drawing are given next.


Draw the pattern in Image processing applications like CORAL Draw, Photoshop, MS Paint
etc.

Figure 4.1. 1Design in Photoshop



You can also download the desired pattern from internet.
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Figure 4.1. 2Pattern that can be downloaded from internet



Take a printout of drawing pattern.

Figure 4.1. 3Printout of Pattern



Have a carbon paper or tracing paper handy before performing hand engraving as you will
need it for marking on the metal surface or you can take the printout on transparency
paper.

The basic method of hand engraving has not changed for centuries. However, with the advent of
modern tools, today's engravers are given advantages that previous engravers did not have at their
disposal. Computer technology allows the use of photo editing or vector-based drawing programs,
thus facilitating the design process. Using computers and printing technologies, an artist can now
successfully and accurately lay out a design from the computer onto the item being engraved.
Modern pneumatic gravers are available in the same size as the graver of old, allowing ease of
control of the graver cut.
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Artistic Design Concept
Before beginning the engraving process, the engraver must visualize a design concept, and view the
item to be engraved for its shape, its period styling, its value, materials, and contours. There are
many things to consider. If the engraving is f or a customer, certain boundaries or limitations may
arise to suit the customer's price and taste.

Preparing to Draw the Design
The item being engraved must be accurately outlined. This can be achieved using a variety of
methods. The simplest method is the smoke print. This method involves using the smoke from a
kerosene lamp, candle, or equivalent to cover the surface with carbon smoke "inking". The item is
held high over the flame so as not to heat its surface. This is important when the item contains nonheat resistant materials. Another outlining method is to use printer’s ink over the area. Once the
surface has been blackened by smoke or printer's ink, clear tape is delicately placed over the area.
When the tape is removed, the smoke or ink remains on the tape, creating the exact shape of the
item. An accurate outline is next traced to be used as the design boundary lines. Another method is
to use frosted tape laid over the surface, then trace the item's shape with a pencil. This method is
less messy, but will take a little longer. In either case, a clearly drawn outline is the base for the
beginning of the drawing process.

Creating the Final Design
Assuming a design concept has been determined, the next step is to make rough sketches. Sketching
continues until the artist has achieved the theme's desired flow. Refinements are slowly introduced,
while maintaining the initial feel of the art work. Imagination, creativity and familiarity with
engraving styles are important factors. The more time spent crea ting a design to achieve exactly
what is envisioned, the better the final product will be. This also holds true for the quality of the
drawing; the better its quality, the better the reproduction will be when reduced to scale for image
transfer (layout of the design onto the metal).

4.1.2 Transferring Design onto Metal Surface
There are various methods of transferring design on the metal surface which are discussed next.

Inkjet Printer Transfer Method
Materials needed for Inkjet method
Suggested inkjet printers are the Epson C66, C64, C84, C86, CX4600, CX6400, CX6600, using Epson
inks. These printers are available at most office supply stores. Other inkjet printers may work, and
some will not work at all.
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Figure 4.1. 4Inkjet Printer

Figure 4.1. 5Transparency Paper

Procedure
1. Print to the transparency film. Remember what you transfer will be mirrored. If needed, mirror
the design or text in the computer before printing. First, take a print on plain paper to check the
print size. To save transparency cost, print at the top or bottom of the transparency, trim off and
reuse the remainder of the transparency.
2.

Trim the pattern from the sheet.

3.

Clean the surface to be engraved with alcohol, acetone, etc...

4. Apply transfer solution to the surface using a Q-tip, finger, or paintbrush, and allow to dry for a
few seconds.
5.

Tape the transparency with ink side down on the prepared surface.
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6.

Burnish over the back side of the transparency with your fingernail or a plastic object

7.

Lift the transparency and the design will be transferred.

Figure 4.1. 6Design of transparency transferred to metal surface

Photocopy and Laser Printer Transfer Method
Materials needed for transfer:







Fresh Photostat or laser-printed design on plain paper (inkjet won't work; the picture must have
a dry toner base ink).
1 burnisher- steel can be used, but bone or nylon is preferred.
1 bottle of Damar artist varnish.
1 bottle of the cheapest fingernail polish remover you can find. The one with the yellow color is
the best. Pure acetone doesn't work as well, it's too strong.
A small squeeze bottle of tap water.
A rag or some cotton balls.

Figure 4.1. 7Burnisher

Procedure
1. Clean the plate with the nail polish remover, alcohol or acetone.
2. Apply a medium coat of the Damar artist varnish to the plate. You can use your finger as well
as a brush.
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Figure 4.1. 8Damar Artist Varnish

3. Wait till the varnish is tacky enough to apply the design. Note that the varnish will hold your
thumb print without fading when it is ready to apply design.
4. When the right amount of tack is reached, place the design with the toner side down on the
varnish.
5.

Hold in place, and burnish the design firmly into the varnish. Do not try to remove the design.

6. Take a rag or cotton ball and apply a small amou nt of the fingernail polish remover. Do not
soak! Dab cotton ball firmly all over the paper until you see the design through the wet paper, then
burnish as you did before, the firmer the better.

7.

Apply enough water to make the paper wet through.

8. Using your finger, start rubbing the paper until it starts to roll up. Keep the paper wet at all
times, and keep rolling it till all the paper is gone and only the toner remains.
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Unit 4.2: Engraving Design on Metal Surface
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Describe the procedures of engraving on metal surface.
Identify the tools and material required for creating designs on metal surfaces.
Describe the minute details of creating designs on metal surface.
Identify the common steps for practicing engraving.
Create basic shapes on the metal surface.

4.2.1 Steps for Engraving Metal
Select a tool. You may use a hammer and chisel, but hand -pushed or pneumatic "gravers" or
"burins" are typically not too expensive, and provide more stability and control. If you already own a
dremel with a carbide tungsten drill bit, you could try using that instead.


There are many different shapes of tips or bits for engraving tools. The square "V" cut is one
of the most versatile.



Unusually soft metals can be engraved with a mathematical compass or craft knife, but
precision and a 3D appearance may be difficult to achieve.

Figure 4.2. 16 Engraver

Choose a metal object to practice. If this is your first engraving project, you might want to stay away
from that heirloom watch. Practice on an item that is wastage. A softer metal such as copper or
some brass alloys is easier to engrave than steel and other hard metals.
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Figure 4.2. 17 Metal for practice

Clean the metal. Use a damp cloth to clean the surface of the metal, then a dry cloth to remove the
moisture. If the metal is still not clean, scrub it with soapy water, then dry.


If the metal is lined with a protecting end, that's regularly the case for brass, you do no
longer want to cast off it. however, the engraving system will cut through this end, so you'll
want to apply a brand-new end later on if you want the steel color to remain steady.

Figure 4.2. 18Cleaning Metal Surface

Draw or print a design. If you are operating on a small object, or engraving for the first time, draw
or print out a design that has easy, nicely-spaced lines. Precise work is difficult to do without
exercise, and can become searching muddled or blurry once engraved. You'll be able to draw the
design at once on to the metal. If not, draw or print it out at the suitable size, then follow the
following step to transfer it onto the steel.


If engraving letters, make them as even as possible by drawing them between two straight,
parallel lines drawn with a ruler.
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Figure 2.2. 19 Preparing sketch for engraving

Transferring the design on the metal. Follow this step if you want to transfer a design onto the
metal; if it is already on the metal, move on to the next step instead. If you cannot discover the
specialized materials important, search on-line for one of the many other ways to transfer a photo.
word that most of these also require some type of specialized equipment.


Add a varnish or shellac to the area you want engraved, waiting until it is mostly dry and
slightly tacky.



Draw the design onto a polyester using a soft lead pencil.



Cover the drawing with scotch tape. Rub the tape thoroughly with your fingernail or a
burnish and then carefully lift up the tape. The design is now on the tape.



Stick the tape over the varnished metal. Rub it in with your fingernail in the same way and
then remove it.

Figure 2.2. 20 Transferring Design on Metal surface

Clamp your metal in place. Engraving may be a whole lot easier in case you use a clamp or vise to
prevent the steel from slipping. You can use a handheld clamp that lets in you to preserve it in a
single hand with a steadier grip, but be aware that this increases the risk of cuts or scrapes. If you
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are using a powered tool, or a hammer and chisel that requires two hands, a clamp holding the
metal to a table or other stable surface is highly recommended.

Figure 2.2. 21 Clamping metal piece

Cut into the design. Use your selected tool to show the drawing into an engraving, putting stress on
the point at an perspective to chip away portions of metal. To your first tries, try to hold the tool at
the equal attitude all through the engraving. Begin by running a immediately line in each guideline
till it's far a noticeable, deep reduce. Use this as a place to begin to move directly to the ultimate
strains. To engrave a line with a complicated form, including a J, end the instantly portion first. As
soon as the clean cuts are entire then circulate directly to the extra difficult non -carved segment.

Figure 2.2. 22 Performing Engraving
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4.2.2 General Engraving Procedure
Place the graver handle in the lower part of the palm. Hold the graver shank between your indexfinger and thumb. The index finger should ride about midpoint on the shank, and your thumb tip
should be even with the point of the graver or a little behind it. When applying the graver to the
work, use your thumb as a rest and a brace by placing it on the work first, and then slowly set the
point down. Using the thumb in this manner will help steady your hand so that you may bring the
point of the graver right where you want it. Set the point onto the start of the cut. The angle of the
heel of your graver will determine at what angle the graver should be setting on the work. Keep
your thumb on the surface of the work, along with the point, but slowly switch the pressure/weight
from your thumb over to the point so that your thumb is now free to slide along the surface of the
work. Slowly depress the foot control and when the Air Graver begins impacting, let the point move
ahead. Right at the start of a cut you will need to alter the angle of the graver in relation to the
work, adjusting it up or down to find the angle the cutting point dives into the work and the angle it
begins to come out of the cut. T he idea is to stay balanced between these two points. It is a bit like
riding a bicycle by finding the balance point - balance in this case means staying in the cut at a
certain depth.

While cutting, let your thumb drag softly along the surface of the work. Your thumb can act like a
brake in case you lose "balance" and the graver comes out of the cut. Since the thumb is right on
the surface it can help catch your hand and prevent the graver point from slipping across your work.
While engraving, use only enough pressure on the graver to hold the point in the cut. With the Air
Chasing Graver, let the power of the piston impacts do the work. Try to learn to use the "balance"
angle of the graver in the cut and the foot pedal to control the depth of the cut. Exerting extra
pressure with your hand by pushing forward or down can cast a burr on the edges of the cuts, and
you can also get hurt if you push hard and the graver comes out of the cut unexpectedly. After
more experience is obtained you will get a feel for when it is not necessary to have your thumb
dragging along the surface as a brake. This technique can be used any time there is a risk of the
graver slipping out of the cut (i.e. on a curved surface or when engraving across a joint between
hard and soft materials).
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Graver geometry of the two basic gravers (flat and square)

The top extra grind on the top of these gravers is ground to shorten the face. This is done to make
re-sharpening easier as there is not as much material to remove from the face to sharpen. The face
of the gravers is shown ground at a 45-degree angle. Pertinent angles for the face angle are 40 to 70
degrees. Generally, harder material will require a blunter point. The heels of the gravers are shown
ground at 17 degrees. This angle may be varied from 10 to 25 degrees.
Before you move on to difficult tasks it is important to practice the basic things as given below:
Tutorial
Treat your practice plate like a piece of scrap paper. Feel free to doodle on it just as you would a
sheet of scratch paper, as if you were learning how to use a pencil or paint brus h. Later, when you
feel comfortable and more confident with the graver, you can make a more formal plate for
presentation.
Start with some straight line cuts that taper in and out evenly. This is going to help you learn to
coordinate the foot control with hand movement. Set the AirGraver length of stroke so that half to
3/4 of the first exhaust hole is showing, and set the drive regulator (the regulator on the right) to 25
to 30 psi.
Note: the metal used here is 2"x 3"x 3/8" thick (1018 cold rolled steel). The plate is as received from
market, with no extra preparation of the finish. If you want a better finish for a presentation plate,
you can take the time to sand (by hand or with a belt sander) through the sandpaper grits, but for
scrap practice plates this isn't necessary.
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0

The angle of the graver to the metal is going to start It is similar to the action of scooping ice-cream out
high, scoop in and then slowly out. Make the cuts
with a spoon, but with less arching movement.
approx 3/8" to 1/2" long.

You also need to be careful coming up out of the
The scooping into the metal is the easy part, but now
metal to decrease how much pressure you are using
as you come up out, you need to back off the throttle
to hold the graver in the cut, so that when you get to
just as slowly as you increased it.
the end you don't slip out across the plate.

Arc Lines
After you begin to master the straight cut, try the same thing but rotate the vise to make some arc
scoop cuts. The cuts in the video are a little over 3/8" long. You might try some longer and
shorter.
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Flared arc cut
Now try flaring the cut by rolling the graver to the outside. Start the cut upright, and slowly roll it to
the outside of the cut.
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Gentle 'S' Arc
Same idea, but turn the vise first one way and then the other.
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Motif A
Now we start to put the cuts together to form some motifs. First do an arc cut and flare it some if
you like, and add a small radius arc top to it. The small cut is the same arc cut we have been doing,
but not as deep.
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Motif B
The first two cuts in this are the same as above but now add an additional gentle flared 'S' and
another arc to form a leaf.
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Motif C
Same idea as above, but with the last two cuts different .
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Motif D
Another variation .

Motif E
Here is the head of a scroll that is sometimes used in scroll.
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Motif F
Another basic motif head.
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Motif G
Now, try going on your own, using this variety of cuts to create interesting leaves and motifs.
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Now, you can apply the above discussed techniques to create artwork as given in below figures.

Exercises
Exercise 1

Exercise 2
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Exercise 3

Exercise 4
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Unit 4.3: Achieving Quality Standards
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the difference between good and bad artwork.
Identify the minute details of beautifying engrave workpiece.
Describe the five levels of meaning in art.
Find out why uniqueness is important aspect of engraving quality.

4.3.1 Beauty in Art
Understanding the difference among suitable and awful art may be hard. You can’t usually trust the
artwork specialists; normally it’s difficult to even apprehend them. There are 5 traits that you may
use to determine the first-rate of artwork, starting from the paintings on your nearby gallery to the
abnormal modern-day sculpture your boss brought proper outside your workplace. Beauty is, and
continually can be, within the “eye of the beholder.” your decision approximately the splendor or
lack of splendor in a specific work of art is instinctive and natural. in fact, you likely wouldn’t even
make that selection, you’ll just either be captivated by a piece of artwork otherwise you wouldn’t.
Humans within the equal social context regularly agree on what is lovely, so that you’ll likely locate
others nearby who will like the same things as you do. some aspects of artwork which might be
typically attractive to human beings are:
i.

Repeating shapes, patterns, and symmetry.

ii.

Colors, especially colors that complement or enhance each other.

iii.

Textures, both visual and physical (like thick, impasto paint).

iv.

Crops and compositions that focus the eye and keep the viewers’ attention.

v.

Movement or flow to guide viewers through the art.

vi.

Correct or appealing proportions of figures and objects.

vii.

Presentation and framing.

You won’t need to take a checklist into the galleries for this since your eye will naturally be drawn to
the art you prefer. Like I mentioned before, this is the easy one. All you must do is answer the
question, “Do I like this?” Of course, if you decide to ask why you like it, then the list above might
come in handy.
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4.3.2 Skill and technique
Technical talent is the maximum comparable and measurable aspect of artwork. As you have a look
at a portray (or every other work of artwork) you probably might be able to determine how skillfully
it turned into created honestly with the aid of assessment with different works.
First, examine the works to other artwork you’ve seen in that medium before – if it's far a painting,
for instance, determine whether this artist is greater gifted than others you’ve seen. It is probably
difficult if you’re just beginning out, and in that case, don’t permit it fear you. It will simplest take a
brief amount of time with a purpose to see the variations between a skillful painting and one that’s
poorly achieved.
Second, look at all the artwork on show by means of the artist. You would possibly find that some
are extra amazing than others, or seem better made, and you’ll truly have a concept of 1 or two that
are the exceptional out of the complete group.
Third, look at each work of artwork itself. Are they for my part regular? Are there locations that you
could see abnormal markings in comparison to another location in the equal piece? On occasion
artwork might also appearance rushed or peculiar, but if it is created in a comparable style for the
duration of the whole piece then the effect is most likely intentional. If no longer, then that work
won't be as properly as some others which are extra internally cohesive.
Judging the extent of talent in a work of artwork might be the maximum hard aspect I’m suggesting
doing in this article. Over the years and with more exposure to artwork you may subsequently come
to a more information of various mediums. plus, if you’re fortunate enough to be an artist yourself
you’ll likely find out that you instinctively have a better draw close of different mediums already.

4.3.3 Inherent meaning
Art is strong, no longer just for its splendor or the skills wished for its introduction, but due to the
fact it can reason emotion, make political statements, or venture preconceived thoughts. of route,
not all works of artwork are intended to be so thought-provoking. A still lifestyle of oranges and
apples, as an instance, usually won’t have a deeper meaning. if it does, I assume the artist deserves
more credit than for a traditional nevertheless life.
Here are five levels of meaning in art, which I’ve listed in order of increasing importance.
a. Purely representational art – Made simply for visual appeal, with no deeper intent.
b. Art that references other art – It “tips its hat” to some other work, possibly providing a fresh
perspective or continuing a conversation that another artist began.
c. Art that tells a story, or evokes a specific emotion – This is art that begins to affect you. It might
cause you to understand, empathize or feel what’s being depicted.
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d. Art that makes a statement – Here the artist is clearly speaking through the work, actively
promoting a cause or perhaps bringing attention to an issue that’s important to him or her.
e. Art that is an allegory or metaphor – This is art that contains more than one meaning, and
possibly several. It uses symbolic imagery or deal with more intangible human issues, and yet
the artwork should still work as a visually appealing creation.
Look for these points while looking at art. Finding meaning or emotion in art opens a whole new
realm of enjoyment, and will deepen your appreciation of artists who incorporate it into their work.

4.3.4 Uniqueness
That is the aspect of artwork which relates to now not most effective what the artist is depicting but
additionally how the artist is depicting it.
Exact artwork both explores new subjects, or vintage subjects in a manner that hasn’t been achieved
before. while you examine artwork, ask yourself what (if something) is distinct within the paintings
from all the other artwork you’ve visible. Sometimes it'll leap out at you, occasionally it received. in
case you do notice something unique, determine for yourself whether that unique quality distracts
from or complements the piece.
There’s a happy medium, I consider, in locating art that stands out from the gang but doesn’t use
gimmicks or motive distractions.

4.3.5 Fulfilled intent
What's the artist attempting to say? I listen this query lots, and for the most component there’s a
simple manner to find out. If you’re at a gallery, study the artist declaration. Many artists just need
to appropriately portray a topic, or to express an emotion. The critical aspect is for the artist to be
on top of things of the artwork. If the reason is one element, the art shouldn’t say something else.
the artist statement ought to deepen and strengthen the visitors’ know-how of the art.
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Exercise
1. Write down the steps of drawing preparation for engraving.

2. Discuss the procedure of transferring design on metal surface.

3. Write down steps for engraving on metal by hand.
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4. How do we measure quality of artwork?
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5. Basics of Business
Management
Unit 5.1 – Basics of Banking, Accounts and Cost Calculations
Unit 5.2 – Market Management
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Describe the basics of banking procedures like payment collection, payment crediting and so on.
Perform the accounting operations like balance sheet preparation, tax submission and so on.
Describe the method of cost calculations related to stamping.
Understand the basics of marketing their stamping products.
Perform marketing of their products by various means.
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Unit 5.1: Basics of Banking, Accounts and Cost Calculations
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Describe the basics of banking procedures like payment collection, payment crediting and so on.
Perform the accounting operations like balance sheet preparation, tax submission and so on.
3. Describe the method of cost calculations related to stamping.
1.
2.

5.1.1 Basic Banking Procedures
5.1.1.1 Opening Bank Account
Opening a bank account isn't as simple as walking up to a teller and handing over your money.
Creating a new account requires a bit of preparation and thought. For example, you'll need to
decide which type of account you want and how you want to use it. Luckily, while banking jargon
can be intimidating, this process isn't difficult once you know a few banking basics. Follow along
step-by-step to set up your first account!
1 Make sure you're eligible to open an account. Before you head to the bank, it's wise to check
whether you meet all the criteria for opening an account. As a general rule, most banks will require
the following:


You'll need to be a legal adult (over 18 in the India.) to open an account on your own.
However, if you're younger, you can have a parent or guardian co-create an account with
you.



You'll need to have valid identification and be willing to share basic information about
yourself. In the India, you'll usually need your Ration Card, Aadhaar Card, Driving License or
other identification document.



You'll need to have at least the minimum amount of money for opening account. This can
vary based on the bank and account you choose. For example, a basic State Bank of India
savings account requires a minimum deposit of ₹500.

2 Choose the bank that's best for you. Not all banks are the same, even when it comes to basic
personal accounts. It can be very wise to contact the banks in your local area to discuss what exactly
you'd get if you opened a basic account. While all banks are different, they can generally be lum ped
into two general categories: large chain banks and smaller local ones. See below:


Large chain banks: Large banks usually have branches in most towns and cities across the
country, which means you'll be able to get basically the same service no matter where you
go. This wide coverage can help you avoid fees you'll have to pay for using other banks'
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services (like ATM fees, etc.) Large banks also usually have the resources to offer services
like 24-hour help lines for their customers. In addition, these banks tend to have a stable,
trusted reputation — they are unlikely to fail or present you with "surprise" difficulties.


Smaller local banks: Small banks offer a more personal, human experience. They tend to be
friendlier than big banks in several ways — not only will they be willing to offer more
personal, one-on-one attention, but they'll often be willing to "work with you" when
something goes wrong (like you overdraft from your account). Smaller banks also usually
charge smaller fees for using their services. On the other hand, smaller banks fail more
frequently than large banks (this is still very rare, though)

3 Pick the type of account you want. Most of the time, one someone opens his or her first bank
account, it is a regular checking or savings account (or both). Both of these types of accounts allow
you to safely store your money with the bank and withdraw it when you need it. However, each
type of account is best for different tasks. See below:


Checking: A checking account is what most people use for day-to-day purchases. With a
checking account, you'll get a check book and a debit card that you can use to pay for things
with the money in your account. Money in a checking account doesn't change over time — if
you want more money, you have to put it in yourself.



Savings: As its name suggests, a savings account is best for saving money long-term. Money
in a savings account slowly gains interest — in other words, the bank will pay you a small
amount for storing your money with it. The more money you have in the account and the
longer you save it, the more interest you get. You can still withdraw money from a savings
account at banks and ATM, but you can't generally use it for checks and debit card
payments.



If you have enough money to meet the minimum deposit for both, having both a checking
and a savings account is usually best. You can use the checking account for your daily
expenses and put extra money in your savings to make interest.

4 Visit your bank and ask to open an account. Opening an account in person is usually the best
option for first-time account holders. One big advantage of opening an account in person is that you
can ask the teller all of your questions and get immediate answers (as opposed to the waiting you'll
have to do online or on the phone). Also, because you can sign the forms and receive your
confirmation documents on the spot, the process of opening an account is also usually speedier in
person.


The rest of this section will assume you're opening an account in person. However,
depending on your bank, you may also be able open an account over the phone or
even online. These options vary from bank to bank — not all banks will let you open your
account these ways.

5 Ask important questions before you finalize your account. Now is an excellent time to ask for
clarification on any issues regarding your account that you don't understand. Below are a few
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suggestions for questions you may want to ask, but don't be afraid to ask any others that occur to
you.


Is there a monthly fee for maintaining this account? If so, what is it?



Is there a minimum balance that I must keep within this account? If so, what is it? What
sorts of fees apply if I go under that limit?



What is the interest rate of my savings account? How often does interest generate ?



Is there a limit to the amount of transactions (deposits/withdrawals, check writing, ATM
uses) I have per month?



Where can I withdraw cash without paying any fees? What is the fee for using an ATM that
doesn't belong to this bank?



Is the account I'm applying for insured by a Deposit Guarantee Scheme (DGS)?

6 Supply the necessary information to create your account. As noted above, opening a checking
account requires a few basic pieces of personal information. You may or may not have to provide
documentation to prove this personal information. This depends on the exact bank you're opening
an account with. In general, it's a good idea to have:


Proof that you are who you say you are: Have a government-issued ID with your photo on it
with you (a driver's license or a passport are best).



Proof of address: A phone bill, driver's license, or any other official document with your
name and address will usually do.



Proof you are a registered citizen: The bank will ask for your Social Security number,
taxpayer identification number, or employer identification number to ensure that you are
"on record" with the government. As long as you know this number, you don't generally
need to have your Social Security card, etc. with you.

7 Keep the account documents you receive secure. When you finish completing your account, you
will receive documents that contain important information about your account. Keep these in a safe
place, like a strongbox. Don't let people you don't trust access these documents — they may be able
to use them for malicious purposes. If you can, it's a wise idea to commit the following information
to memory so that you don't need to rely on the documents in the future:


Your four-digit PIN number: You need this to use your debit card for purchases.



Your bank account number: You need this for financial tasks like setting up direct deposits



If you believe your account information has fallen into the wrong hands, you can always
contact your bank and request a "freeze" on your account to prevent unauthorized use.
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5.1.1.2 Withdrawing Money from Account
Withdraw money from your account when needed. The biggest benefit of having a bank account is
that it's a safe way to store your money. Money in the bank can't be lost or stolen — it's yours until
you spend it. Even in the unlikely event that your bank is robbed, your money is insured by the
government, so you won't lose it. When you want to get the money in your bank account, you need
to make a withdrawal. There are several ways to do this:


Visit the bank in person and fill out a withdrawal form. You'll usually need your account
number and basic personal information for this. Somewhat time-consuming compared to
the other options, but necessary for special tasks like large withdrawals.



Use an ATM. See below for more information.



Online. In this case, your withdrawals are usually limited to transfers between accounts and
payments to other individuals — you can't "get cash" online.

2 Get cash from an ATM. ATMs (automatic teller machines) are a convenient way to get cash when
you're out and about. ATMs are located at almost all banks. In addition, you can usually find them in
areas of commerce, like malls, grocery stores, and some restaurants.


To use an ATM, you will need to know your checking account's four -digit PIN number.



It's always best to use your own bank's ATMs when possible. Usually, you'll have to pay a
small fee for using ATMs that don't belong to your bank. Note also that your bank may have
a limit on the number of times you may use its own ATMs per month without receiving fees.

5.1.1.3 Other Procedures
1. Write checks to pay for purchases. Another way to use your bank account to pay for
purchases is to write a check. This is a convenient option when you don't have cash handy. A
check is basically an official slip of paper that shows that you promise to pay someone a
certain amount of money. When the person you write the check to brings it to the bank, it
will use money from your account to pay.


Make sure you have enough money in your account to pay for your purchase before
you write your check. If you don't, your check will "bounce." This means that the
payment won't go through, you'll have to pay a fee, and you'll still be held
responsible for the money.



Some banks offer "overdraft protection" services for check-writing. In these cases,
when you write a check that you don't have enough money to pay for, your bank
may "spot" you the money to cover the purchase. You will still have to pay a fee but
you won't have to deal with the check bouncing.
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2. Make a deposit to add more money to your account. When you want to put more money
into your bank accounts, you need to make a deposit. As with withdrawals, there are several
ways to do this:


Bring your money or check to your bank. You will have to fill out a deposit form,
which requires you to provide your account number.



Use an ATM. Today, many ATMs (especially the ones at banks) allow you to make
deposits. You will usually have to do this at one of your own bank's ATMs.



Use mobile check deposit services. One relatively new way to deposit checks
involves taking a picture of the check with your mobile phone and sending it to the
bank. This usually requires you to download your bank's mobile app.

3. Try your bank's online banking features. Today, nearly all banks will offer some sort of
online options for viewing and managing your bank accounts online. Usually, you are
prompted to set these up when you first open your account. These services will differ from
bank to bank and account to account. In general, most banks will offer:


Secure online login options on the bank's official site



The ability to view your accounts' balances



The ability to view a record of purchases, withdrawals, and deposits for each
account



The ability to transfer money between accounts



The ability to send money to other individuals

4. Set up a direct deposit to make maintaining a balance simpler. Don't want to make a trip to
the bank every time you are paid? Most employers offer the option for you to be
paid directly into your bank account — this is called "direct deposit." In this case, taxes are
withdrawn before the money is added to your account.


Talk to your employer's payroll department if you want to set up a direct deposit.
This will usually require you to fill out some forms and provide information about
your bank account (like your account number).

5.1.2 Basics of Accounts
BOOKS OF ACCOUNT
Journal:
The word journal means a diary or a day book. In older days all monetary transactions were
recorded in chronological order in the journal book based on golden rule of accounting.
The entries in journal would have been as follows:
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However in modern accounting systems the journal is mainly divided into three parts –
1. The General Journal.
2. Sales and Purchase Day Books or Journals
3. Sales Return and Purchase Return Books or Journals.
1. The General Journal is used for recording —
(a) Opening Entries
(b) Closing Entries, and
(c) Transaction of a special nature
In the general journal the following columns are normally provided.

At the foot of each entry the narration is given which shows the nature of and where necessary the
authority for the entry passed.
The amount shown in the debit column of the journal entered on the debit side of the ledger and
the amount shown in the credit column of the journal are entered on the credit side of the ledger.
2. Sales and Purchase Day Books or Journals.
Each credit sale (i.e other than cash sales) are entered in the Sales Day Book or Journal with such
details as are required e.g. date, name, invoice no., amount, discount allowed etc. At periodical
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intervals say, monthly, quarterly, half yearly or yearly additions of all entries in the Sales Day Book
are made. The personal account of buyers are posted to the debit side of each buyer’s account and
the total amount of sale for the respective period is credited to sales following the golden rules to
debit the receiver and credit what goes out.
In case of credit purchase (i.e., other than cash purchase) purchases made by an enterprise are
similarly recorded and posted to the credit of the suppliers’ account in the ledger (Personal A/c.
credit the giver) and Purchase A/c is debited (Debit what comes in).
3. Sales Returns and Purchase Returns Day Books or Journals
These books or journals record sales and purchase returns. When goods already sold are returned
by the buyer, they are recorded in Sales Return Day Book. Similarly when good purchased are
returned to the buyer they are recorded in Purchase Return Day Book.
These journals occupy the converse position to the Day Books or Journals. Thus in case of Sales
Return Day Book, Sales or Return Inward A/c. is debited and the Personal A/c. is credited. Similarly,
when purchases are returned Purchase A/c is credited & Personal A/c is debited.

Ledger
Ledger is defined as a “Book which contains in a summarised and classified form of permanent
record of all transactions. Ledger is called the principal book of account as final information
pertaining to financial position of a business emerges from this book. The form of an account in the
ledger is given below:

Every account has a debit side and a credit side; Journal Folio or J.F. indicates the number of the
page of the journal where the other affected account appears.
Sometimes ledger is also maintained in a “running account format” as follows –
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5.1.2.1 Subdivision of the Journal
Where the number of transactions are many it would be time consuming and cumbersome if each
and every transaction were to be entered in a single Journal. Usually firms maintain subsidiary books
to record transactions. These books are:
1. Cash Book (to record cash and bank transactions)
2. Petty Cash Book (to record cash payments involving small amounts)
3. Sales Book (to record credit sales)
4. Purchase Book (to record credit purchases)
5. Sales Return Book (to record return from customers)
6. Purchase Returns Book (to record return to suppliers)
7. Bills Receivable Book (to record acceptances received)
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8. Bills Payable Book (to record acceptances given)
9. Journal Proper (to record transactions which cannot be entered in any of the above specialised
Journals)

5.1.2.2 Cash Book
All transactions relating to each cash are recorded in the cash book, and on the basis of such a
record ledger accounts are prepared. The different types of cash book are:
1. Simple Cash Book containing Cash Column only
2. Two Column Cash Book containing both Cash Column and Bank Column
3. Three Column Cash Book containing Cash, Bank and Discount columns.
(1) Simple Cash Book
The simple cash book is maintained strictly for cash transactions, a bank book being maintained
separately for bank transactions. The form of a simple cash book is like that of any other account
and is as follows:

(2) Two Column Cash Book
Unlike the simple cash book the Two Column Cash Book combines both bank and cash transactions
for the sake of convenience due to the ever increasing bank transactions. The ruling of this book is –

The cash book is so ruled that the debit column of cash and bank are placed alongside each other
likewise with the credit column of cash and bank. The bank column contains details of payment
made by cheques and money received and paid into the bank A/c.
In the folio columns the letter “C” is used whenever cash is being paid into the bank or there is a
receipt from the bank, “C” means contra item and described transaction affecting only cash and
bank accounts.
Illustration 2 :
Enter the following transactions in a two column cash book:
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1997
Jan 1 Balances brought dawn – bank Rs. 5,000 and cash Rs. 450
3 Withdrew Rs. 2,000 from bank
5 Bought goods for Rs.1,500 paying by cheque
8 Purchased stationery by cash Rs.50
11 Paid electricity bill Rs.100 by cheque
15 Sold goods for Rs.2,000 and received cheque
20 Paid into bank Rs.150

Payments can easily be identified as either cash or bank payments. If a payment is made directly
from bank account e.g., by a standing order it appears in the bank account column. Payments of
cash are entered in the cash column. When an amount is received by cheque it should be recorded
directly in the bank column. The banking on any cash is a separate transaction.
(3) Three Column Cash Book
The three column cash book has the cash and bank discount column. Cash discount is an incentive
given to customers to pay before the date specified. It encourages ea rly payment and when given to
a customer is a loss and when received from a supplier is a gain. Since this discount arises only when
cash is received or paid it is recorded in the cash book, discount allowed on the debit side and
discount received on the credit side of the cash book.
The discount columns are totalled and not balanced. The form of a three column cash book is
illustrated with the following example:
Illustration 3:
2003
May 1 Balances brought down – bank Rs. 3080, cash Rs. 709
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2 Paid wages in cash Rs. 218
4 Received Rs. 177 cash from Kiran after allowing him a discount of Rs. 13.
6 Paid Ravi Rs.188 after deducting discount of Rs. 12 by cheque.
8 Received cheque for Rs. 485 from Ali after allowing him a discount of 3%.
10 Received cash from Joshi of Rs. 145.5 a discount 3% being deducted.

The total of the debit discount column i.e., discount allowed is transferred to the discount allowed
account in the ledger. Similarly, discount rece ived (credit discount column) transferred to the
discount received account in the ledger.

5.1.2.3 Petty Cash Book
In any business there will be numerous small cash payments. It would be advantageous if these
payments could be kept separate from the main cash book. This separate book is called Petty Cash
Book.
Advantages of maintaining a Petty Cash Book are:–
(i) It saves the time of the General Cashier.
(ii) As the record of Petty Cash is checked by the cashier periodically, so the mistake is rectified
immediately.
(iii) Under Imprest System, the Petty Cashier is not allowed to keep idle cash with him.
(iv) The chance of misappropriation is less.
(v) It trains the staff to handle money with responsibility.
(vi) It reduces the work load of General Cashier and the volume of General Cash Book becomes
small.
The Imprest System
In this system the cashier gives the petty cashier a fixed amount of cash to meet his needs for the
ensuing period. At the end of the period the cashier ascertains the amount spent by the petty
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cashier and reimburses the same to him. The petty cash in hand will then be equal to the original
amount at the beginning of the period.
Amount given by cashier at the beginning Rs. 200
Expenses during the period Rs. 142
Petty cash in hand Rs. 58
Reimbursement from cashier Rs. 142
Petty cash at the end of the period Rs. 200
Illustration 4 :
2003
July 1 The cashier of a firm gives Rs. 200 as imprest to the petty cashier.
Payments of petty cash during July are :
2 Postage stamps purchased Rs. 10
3 Pencils bought Rs. 3
4 Busfare Rs. 3
5 Cleaning charges Rs. 15
6 Wages to coolie for shifting furniture Rs. 15
9 Taxi fare paid Rs. 10
10 Refreshments bought for customers for Rs. 17
14 Telegram charges Rs. 7
15 Stationery bought Rs. 9
17 Repair of chair Rs. 12
18 Battery for clock purchased Rs. 6
21 Stamps bought Rs.8
23 Spare keys made for manager’s cabin Rs.5
24 Busfare Rs. 2
26 Casual labour Rs. 9
27 Carbon paper Rs.5
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29 Newspaper (special edition) Rs. 3
30 Busfare Rs. 3

Write up the petty cash book, cash book and the necessary ledger accounts.
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5.1.2.4 Sales Book
The sales book records all credit sales of goods of business, cash sales are recorded in cash book.
The form of a sales book can be explained with the following example:
Transactions of Beauty Ltd.
2003
June 1 Sold to P Ltd. 25 jars of cream @ Rs. 37 and 200 packets of powder
@ Rs. 9.50 each less T.D. @ 10%.
2 Sold old books to B Ltd. on credit Rs. 750
4 Sold to S stores 35 packets of powder @ Rs. 9.50 for cash.
7 Sold to A departmental stores 310 packets of powder @ Rs. 9.50 and
40 jars of cream @ Rs. 36 each less T.D. @ 10%.
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5.1.2.5 Purchase Book
The purchase book records all credit purchases of goods of business, cash purchases and credit
purchases of assets are not entered in this book. The form of a purchase book can be explained with
the following illustration.
Illustration 5 :
Transaction of M/s Sporting Ltd.
2003
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July 1 Purchased from Indian Sports Co. on credit 75 cricket bats at Rs. 100 each 90
footballs at Rs. 80 each less trade discount at 10%.
July 3 Purchased from Gripwell Co. 45 hockey sticks at Rs. 85 each for cash.
July 7 Purchased vacuum cleaner for office use from M/a Spic & Span on credit Rs. 3050
July 8 Purchased on credit from Wicket Pvt. Ltd. 40 Cricket bats at Rs. 105 each 70
footballs at Rs. 82 each less trade discount at 10%
July 9 Purchased from Green & Co. 15 Hockey sticks at Rs. 75 each on credit.
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5.1.2.6 Sales Return Book
The sales return book is also known as Returns Inward Book.
Where customers frequently return the goods sold to them it would be convenient to record the
returns in a separate book called the Sales Return Book. Where goods are returned by customers a
document known as credit note will be sent to them, showing the amount of allowance given in
respect of the returns. The term credit note takes its name from the fact that the customer’s
account will be credited with the amount of the allowance, so as to show the reduction in the
amount owed by him. The Sales Return Book is illustrated below with assumed figures:
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5.1.2.7 Purchases Returns Book
When goods are returned to suppliers these are recorded in the Purchases Returns or
Returns Outward Book. A debit note is sent to the supplier stating the amount of allowance
to which the firm returning the goods is entitled. The term Debit Note stems from the fact
that as the liabilities to the supplier is accordingly reduced and his personal account must be
debited to record this. The Return Outward book is illustrated below.
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5.1.2.8 Bills Receivable Books
When the number of bills or promissory notes received is large, instead of journalising each receipt
of bills, which would be cumbersome, a register to record all receipts of bill is maintained. Every
month this register are totalled. Receipts of cash in respect of bills will be recorded in the cash book.
Only the endorsement of bills in favour of other parties or dishonour will be journalised. The Bill
Receivable Book can be illustrated with the following example:
Illustration
X received the following bills:
Sept 5 Drew on A a bill of exchange at 3 months which was accepted and returned by him on 5th
Sept. 2002. The amount being Rs. 1,500.
Sept 20 Drew on C a bill of exchange for Rs. 2,500 at 2 months which was accepted on the same day.
The bill was payable at Union Bank of India.
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5.1.2.9 The Bills Payable Book
The Bills Payable Book recording the acceptances given can be illustrated with the following
example.
Illustration 7:
M accepted the following bills.
2002
Aug 13 Accepted P’s bill for Rs. 3,000 dues in one month.
Aug 17 Accepted Q’s bill for Rs. 5,000 due in two months payable at Canara Bank

5.1.2.10 Journal Proper
All transactions which do not find place in the subsidiary books find place in the journal proper.
Opening entries, closing entries, adjustment entries, rectification entries etc. appear in the journal
proper.
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5.1.2.11 TRIAL BALANCE
In the double entry system every entry has its corresponding credit and debit. It follows, that at any
given point of time, the posting from Journal, day books and cash book to the ledger is completed,
the debit balances standing in all the ledgers including the cash book will equal the credit balances.
At the end of the financial period (or at some other date) these balances are extracted and a
schedule is prepared in journal form is called a Trial Balance.
Thus the total of debit balances appearing in the Trial Balance must agree with the total of credit
balances of appearing in the Trial Balance.
The next stage after posting accounts to the ledger is the preparation of a Trial Balance. The debit
and credit balances of accounts are entered in this statement. The total of the debit and the total of
the credit side must agree. An agreement indicates reasonable accuracy of the accounting work.
The trial balance helps in ascertaining arithmetical accuracy of the ledger accounts, location of
errors and in the preparation of financial statements.

5.1.2.12 Objects of preparing Trial Balance:
1. It forms the very basis on which final accounts are prepared.
2. It helps in knowing the balance on any particular account in the ledger.
3. It is used as a test of arithmetical accuracy.
However, a Trial Balance is not a conclusive proof of absolute accuracy of the accounts. It does not
indicate the absence of an error. Thus, a non -tallied Trial Balance indicates the presence of bookkeeping errors.
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Errors disclosed by the Trial Balance:
A Trial Balance will not agree on account of the following errors:
(i) Wrong posting of entries i.e. A debit entry of Rs. 1,000 for purchase of furniture wrongly posted
as Rs. 100 in the account.
(ii) Omission of posting of debit or credit e.g. A debit entry of Rs. 1,000 for purchase of furniture is
not posted at all.
(iii) Duplication of posting e.g. when debit entry of Rs. 1000 for purchase of furniture has been
posted twice in the account.
(iv) Wrong side of posting e.g. when debit entry is posted on the credit side or credit entry is posted
on the debit side, e.g. when a debit entry of Rs. 1000 is posted on the credit side, i.e. when debit
entry of Rs. 1000 is posted on the credit side and vice versa.
(v) Errors in casting the totals of debit or credit side of the Trial Balance.
(vi) Wrong transfer of balances in the Trial Balance.
(vii) Omission of entering the balance of account in the Trial Balance.
(viii) Balance of cash book omitted to be recorded in the Trial Balance.
(ix) Wrong balancing of account.
(x) Errors in the total or posting or entries of subsidiary book.
(xi) Wrong carry forward of balance in the various books, i.e. day books, cash book, etc.

5.1.2.13 Errors not disclosed by Trial Balance
The following errors do not affect the agreement of the Trial Balance:
(i) Errors or omission; omission to record any transaction
(ii) Posting of wrong amount both debit and credit side of the account
(iii) Error made in posting of debit or credit entry is compensated by an identical error of equal
amount. These errors are known as compensating errors.
(iv) Errors made in posting a transaction on the correct side of wrong account.
(v) Recording a transaction twice erroneously. These are known as errors of duplication.
(vi) Errors of principle – when the accounting principle is disregarded e.g. a capital item as revenue
item and vice versa, i.e. purchase of furniture posted to Purchases Account.
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Methods of locating errors in Trial Balance :
The following are some of the ways of detecting errors in the Trial Balance –
(i) When digits are wrongly interchanged — it causes the error to occur in multiples of 9. Therefore
the difference is a multiple of 9, there are good chances of error occurring in transposition of digits,
i.e. when 97 is recorded as 79.
(ii) When the difference is an even number divide by 2 and check whether such an amount is
wrongly entered on the wrong side of debit or credit.
(iii) If the difference is a multiple of 10 or 100 or 1000, then there are chances of the error occurring
in the totalling.
(iv) Ensure that all the balances of ledger accounts have been considered in the Trial Balance.
(v) Ensure that there is no omission of recording the balances from the subsidiary books or cash
book.
(vi) Check all the postings and totals.
If the difference still persists, it should be transferred temporarily to Suspense Account and on
locating the errors at a future date, the Suspense Account can be closed. The format of a trial
balance is as follows:

Where the debit and the credit totals of the trial balance do not agree it is an indication that one or
more errors have been made. The trial balance is the stepping stone for the preparation of financial
statements.
Illustration 1:
From the following particulars prepare a Trial Balance as on 30th September 2001 : Stock 1st
October 2000 Rs. 1,380, Debtors Rs. 2,960, Creditors Rs. 1,580, Capital Account 1st Oct. 2000 Rs.
4,100, Drawings Rs. 1,200, Bills Receivable Rs. 770, Bad Debt written off Rs. 190, Provision for Bad
and Doubtful Debts Rs. 160, Bills Payable Rs. 470, Wages & Salaries Rs. 1,920, Purchases Rs. 6,580,
Sales Rs. 10,670, Bank Rs. 580, Cash Rs. 40, Rent, Rates & Insurance Rs. 330, Sales Returns Rs. 410,
Purchases Returns Rs. 280, Fixtures & Fittings Rs. 550, General Expenses Rs. 200, Discounts allowed
Rs. 520, Discounts Recd. Rs. 370.
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5.1.2.14 OPENING, CLOSING AND ADJUSTMENT ENTRIES
Opening Entries
At the end of each accounting period a firm closes its books of accounts opens new hooks at the
beginning of each accounting period. The first entry in the journal is to record the closing balance of
various assets and liabilities at the end of the previous year or the opening balances in the beginning
of the New Year. The balance sheet prepared at the end of each year records these balances. It is
from these balances that the first entry is passed which is known as the “Opening Entry" e.g.
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Adjustment Entries
Adjustment means putting things in order. Adjustment entries are entries made for putting
everything in order. The examples are :
i) Accrued/outstanding expenses and prepaid expenses
ii) Accrued Income and Income received in advance
iii) Depreciation
iv) Bad Debts, Provision for bad and doubtful debts, Provision for discount on debtors;
v) Commission on profits
vi) Income tax, Advance Income-tax, Income-tax deducted at source, Provident Fund, Employees’
State Insurance contributions.
RECTIFICATION ENTRIES
Errors may be divided into two types:–
i) Errors not affecting the trial balance.
ii) Errors affecting the trial balance.
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Errors not affecting the trial balance may be fur ther divided into the following:–
a) Omission of an entry in the subsidiary book.
b) Wrong entry made in the subsidiary book.
c) Errors of principle.
d) Posting an amount in the wrong account but on the correct side
e) Entry made in the wrong subsidiary book.
f) Compensating errors.
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Unit 5.2: Market Management
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.

Understand the basics of marketing Jewelry/stamping products.
Perform marketing of their products by various means.

5.2.1 Marketing Products
Stamping product stores represent a unique market. Different types of stamping product stores are
geared towards different consumers. Co stume and inexpensive jewelry are usually marketed to
tweens, teens and those with a lower spending budget. Midlevel and high level jewels also have
their own market. In order to put together a marketing plan for jewelry stores it is vital to
understand not only the marketplace, but how you will take advantage of your market position.
Describing the Product
A marketing plan always needs to describe the products that will be offered. If you have several
different types of items that you are going to sell, break them down into types and describe the
products within each type briefly. For example, you could break it down to rings, necklaces,
bracelets, accessories and then go into detail from low to high on the products in these groups.
Describe what makes your jewellery unique from other stores in the area and how your product
differs.
Competitive Pricing
If there are several stamping product stores in your area, your marketing plan will need to showcase
how you plan to be competitive within your market. Since the mark-up on jewellery is typically high,
the first place to start would be competitive pricing. Shop the other stores in your area and make a
note of their pricing strategies and their sales. Take this information and then come up with a
competitive pricing strategy that will allow you to make money and edge out the other stores.
Sales Locations
Your location is vital to your marketing plan. If your store is located in a key part of town that
appeals to your market, you need to include this information in your marketing plan. In addition, if
you will also be selling your products online or on the road at jewellery exhibitions, this should be
noted in your plan. Analyze how your sales locations will increase your business and help you
compete against other jewellery stores in the area.
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Promotion and Market Analysis
The market for jewellery is comprised mainly of females, age 13 and up. The exception to this rule is
present during specific holidays such as Christmas, Valentine's Day and birthdays when me n do a lot
of the buying. Include how you plan to reach a different demographic during these special sales
opportunities and how you will reach your intended market throughout the rest of the year. Discuss
your current local economy and how you plan to promote your jewellery to your market. Come up
with unique ways to get the word out about your product. For example, one jewellery store in North
Carolina left small boxes containing inexpensive jewellery pieces around town for people to find.
The promotion was a rousing success.
There are a few marketing tips that can be very effective in marketing jewelleries:


Show your jewelry to as many people as possible. Don’t be hesitant about loaning. That’s
what’s insurance is for.



Run strategic Facebook advertising campaigns. For certain holidays, make sure to advertise
special deals that are only available to Facebook fans. These campaigns are great, because
you can target consumers according to certain demographics: age, gender, location, and
whether or not the people are connected to your business. Also, you can set a strict daily
budget and select how long you want your advertising campaign to run. This has been very
successful in helping obtain countless new likes and customers.



Every person you meet is a potential customer. Wear a piece of your jewelry every day,
everywhere you go. Be friendly, positive and smile to everyone you see. When people
compliment you on your jewelry, say thank you, hand them your business card, and say,
since you like these earrings or this ring, bracelet, necklace or whatever it may be, please
visit our website to look other jewelry. The person will happily take your business card and
you now have a new potential customer.



Getting your name out there, wherever you can…getting people to know about you. One of
the best things, while difficult to do, is getting your product featured in a magazine (not an
ad). You have to find the correct contact person (editor of a specific area of the magazine).
Send them your info, either by email or hard copy, including any pics of your product.
Offering to do a giveaway with them as well will get your name in the magazine. Just one
great feature can bring in all kinds of business!



Having some of jewelry at a retail boutique introduces new clients to work. You can get
commissioned to make new pieces for some of those clients.



Participate fully in shows and events. By this I mean taking the time to set up a professional
booth with a consistent look. And, put down your cell phone…people want to shop with an
artist who is present in the moment.



When marketing your jewelry designs online, be sure your photography is the very
best. Jewelry is hard to photograph tips and ideas are available online and remember, your
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potential customer can’t pick up the piece of jewelry and hold it, they can only see what you
show in your photos so never stop trying to improve your photography.


Creating Branding Content on Social Media Networks such as Twitter and Instagram! Utilize
Hash tags to create a larger based audience for your product! You never know who might be
paying attention.

Exercise
1. What are the factors to be considered before opening a bank account?

2. Write down the general procedure of opening a bank account.
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3. Write down the steps of withdrawing money from account.

4. Write down the steps for depositing money in bank account.

5. Write down steps for making checks to pay bills.
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6. Get and prepare different account books for problems given in student guide.

7. Why market management is important for stamping business?

8. How do we decide the price of stamped jewelry?
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9. Give some general marketing tips for jewelry business.
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6. Team Work
Unit 6.1 – Working in a Team
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know the benefits of team work.
2. Understand the stages of team building.
3. Understand the methods of working in a team effectively.
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Unit 6.1: Working in a Team
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know the benefits of team work.
2. Understand the stages of team building.
3. Understand the methods of working in a team effectively

6.1.1 Why work in teams?
There are several good reasons:
• Research shows that we all learn effectively from each other. Hence, your teams should be
learning teams, with the focus on helping each other to learn.
• Teams are much more effective than individuals for work on complex projects.
• Teamwork develops your interpersonal skills in coping with conflict, in being a chairperson, in
developing your interdependence and accountability and in developing your sense of self-esteem.
This aids your personal development and your non-work-related relationships.

6.1.2 Effective teams
Why do some groups accomplish very little, while others achieve much more?
This difference stems very much from the processes within the group - its inner dynamics or
workings. The features of an effective team include:
• combined group effort of all members
• clear goals
• group members focused on learning
• mutual trust and support
• open communication
• democratic processes.
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6.1.3 Making the most of your team
There are many advantages of working collaboratively with other students. To make the most of
your experience as a team member, remember to:
• Become actively. Don't wait for another team member to do all the work.
• Share - open communication and the contribution of ideas and information is essential for
successful and highly performing teams.
• Learn to work cooperatively. The success of your team will depend on helping each other.
• Respect your fellow team members. Be aware that each team member will have unique talents
and ways of learning. Not everyone learns by the same process.
• Use your time productively and effectively. Define clear goals - what needs to get done, by whom
and why?
• Expect success - be enthusiastic and positive.
• Meet with your group members regularly.
• Ask your tutor for frequent feedback - that's the tutor's role.
• Maintain a sense of humour - keep things in perspective.
• Hang in there - developing a good team is hard work and demands commitment from all team
members.

6.1.4 Group development Process
There is strong evidence that groups pass through a sequence of five stages of development. These
are sometimes defined as:


Forming, or coming together



Storming, or conflict



Norming, or working out the rules



Performing, or getting the job done



Mourning, or breaking up.

The length of time different groups takes to pass through each of these developmental stages will
vary, but it is generally not possible to achieve high team performance until the group has pa ssed
through at least the first three stages. The duration of each stage will depend on factors such as
individual and team maturity, task complexity, leadership, organisational climate, and external
climate.
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Forming …. Am I a member of this group?
During this stage of group development new team members discover what being a member of this
group means.
You may find that you and/or other group members need:
• clear goals and objectives
• definition of tasks and roles
• clear work plans
• to identify group behaviour, standards and norms and ways to handle behavioural problems
You and/or other group members may:
• demonstrate excitement
• participate hesitantly
• show tentative attachment to the group
• discuss problems peripheral to the task
• be uncomfortable and anxious about the new situation
• accomplish minimal work
This stage is complete when new members start thinking of themselves as part of a group.

Storming …. Who controls this group?
During this stage of group development, team members may become hostile or overzealous to
express their individuality and resist group formation.
You may find that you and/or another group members exhibit:
• infighting, defensiveness and competition
• doubts about success
• low group morale
• polarisation of group members
• concern over excessive work
• disunity and increased tension
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You and/or other group members may:
• set unrealistic goals
• resist the task demands
• establish a pecking order
• criticise group leaders or other group members
• complain.
Many groups do not develop beyond this stage because they lack the ability to listen to each other
and find mutually acceptable resolutions to the major issues.

Norming …. What are the rules of this group?
During this stage of group development, members accept the team, the team norms, their own
roles and the idiosyncrasies of fellow group members. Emotional conflict is reduced by patching up
previously conflicting relationships.
You and/or other group members may:
• Attempt to achieve maximum harmony by avoiding conflict
• develop a high level of trust and respect for others in the group
• discuss group dynamics constructively
• form friendships
• develop a sense of team cohesion with a common spirit and goals
• have high group morale
• establish and maintain group boundaries
• accomplish a moderate amount of work
During this stage, if the formally appointed leader is not effective, or there is no formal leader, a
leader will emerge or should be agreed upon who can focus the group resources to solve problems.

Performing …. How high can this group go?
Now that the team has established its interpersonal norms, it becomes an entity capable of
diagnosing and solving problems, and making decisions. This stage is not always reached by all
teams.
You and/or other group members may:
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• be willing to sort through group problems
• develop high conflict resolution skills
• understand members' strengths and weaknesses
• undertake constructive self-change
• identify closely with the group
• accomplish a great deal of work
Groups reaching this stage will be effective and will devote energy to maintain good group relations.

Mourning …. Where do we go from here?
This final stage of group development applies more to temporary teams like task groups or
committees. However, these days, with reorganisations occurring frequently this stage is not
uncommon.
You and/or other group members may:
• feel elated at the successful attainment of goals
• feel disappointed at unattained goals
• feel a sense of loss when the group is disbanded
• feel relief at the end of the process
• congratulate each other
• celebrate.
McGourty, J & DeMeuse, KP 2001, Team developer: an assessment and skill building program, John
Wiley & Sons

Exercise
1. Why should we work in a team?
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2. What are the features of an effective team?

3. Discuss the group development process?

4. How can we get the maximum output from a team?
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7. Work Area
Management
Unit 7.1 – Work Area Management
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Understand the importance of managing workplace.
2. Perform various tasks to manage workplace
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Unit 7.1: Work Area Management
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Describe the importance of managing work area properly.
Describe the benefits of work area management.
Describe how to build a good housekeeping plan
Identify the elements of housekeeping
Handle materials and tools safely and correctly
Use materials to minimize waste
Maintain a clean and hazard free working area
Maintain the tools
Carry out maintenance and/or cleaning within one’s responsibility
Dispose of waste safely in the designated location
Store cleaning equipment safely after use
Carry out cleaning according to schedules and limits of responsibility

7.1.1 Reasons to Manage Workplace
A clean workplace means more than just having a sparkling, fresh building. A clean workplace also
ensures the safety and health of employees and visitors. In 2012 alone, nearly 3 million nonfatal
workplace injuries and illnesses were reported by private industry employers. Workplace injuries
can be prevented by taking action to ensure a clean, safe work environment.
Here are six reasons why a clean workplace also means a safe workplace:
1. Clean, dry floors to prevent slips and falls.
Maintaining clean, dry floors is essential for the prevention of slips and falls in the
workplace. Different categories of floor cleaners serve different purposes. For example, alkaline
cleaners are good for cleaning restaurant floors while acidic cleaners remove rust , scale, and oxides
from floors. However, some products may contain chemicals that can be detrimental to your
flooring, so be sure to talk with a cleaning professional about what is best for your facility. In
addition, keep your floors dry by using absorbent materials, such as floor mats, in functional
locations to remove moisture and soil from the bottom of shoes.
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Figure 7.1 1 Using Mop on floor

2. Disinfectants prevent the spread of germs and illness, including the flu.
Germs can easily spread throughout a workplace, particularly during flu season—but disinfecting
surfaces and objects with EPA-registered, hospital-grade disinfectants can stop germs in their tracks.

Figure 7.1 2 Applying Disinfectants on work area

3. Proper air filtration lowers employee exposure to hazardous substances.
You may not see them, however dusts associated vapors are venturous substances that may
produce an unsafe atmosphere for workers. Building ventilation is one necessar y step you should
think about for reducing transmission mechanism of metabolic process infections and maintaining
the health and productivity of staff. Frequently exchange HVAC system filters to prevents them from
turning into saturated, that could lead on to potential microbe growth and odour considerations.
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Vacuum cleaners fitted with HEPA filters can also capture fine particles. Maintaining humidness
around thirty to fifty % through the employment of a dehumidifier is additionally necessary in
eliminating air pollutants and promoting clean air within the geographical point.

Figure 7.1 3 Air Filtration

4. Clean light fixtures improve lighting efficiency.
Dirty lighting fixtures will scale back essential light-weight levels, creating it troublesome and unsafe
for workers to complete their daily tasks. Clean lighting fixtures considerably improve lighting
potency within the work. Well-lit stairways and aisles also are vital in preventing accidents and
maintaining a secure work atmosphere.

Figure 7.1 4 Cleaning Light bulbs

5. Green cleaning products are safer for both your employees and the environment.
Not all cleaning products are the same, and some are held to a higher standard than others.
Products with third-party certifications, such as Green Seal or GREENGUARD, must meet specific
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standards and guidelines, which ensures they’re safer for both people and the environment. Also
make sure you maintain and review Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for proper handling and
storage of the products used in your facility.

6. Proper disposal of waste and recyclable materials keeps work areas clutter-free.
Allowing trash to gather not solely produces litter, however it conjointly presents a parcel for pests
that cause a threat to your work surroundings. Putting “no-touch” wastebaskets in key locations
throughout your facility ensures materials square measure disposed of and reduces the unfold of
germs. Use materials victimization clearly tagged waste receptacles can jointly make a lot of
property surroundings.

7.1.2 Benefits of Managing Workplace Properly
Effective geographical point management results in:
•

reduced handling to ease the flow of materials

•

fewer tripping and slippy accidents in clutter-free and spill-free work areas

•

decreased hearth hazards

•

lower employee exposures to risky substances (e.g. dusts, vapours)

•

better management of tools and materials, together with inventory and provides
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•

more economical instrumentality clean-up and maintenance

•

better sanitary conditions resulting in improved health

•

more effective use of area

•

reduced property injury by rising preventive maintenance

•

less janitorial work

•

improved morale

•

improved productivity (tools and materials are simple to find)

7.1.3 Planning Good Housekeeping program
A good housekeeping program plans and manages the orderly storage and movement of materials
from purpose of entry to exit. It includes a fabric flow commit to guarantee smallest handling. The
set up conjointly ensures that employment areas don't seem to be used as storage ar eas by having
employees move materials to and from work areas. A part of the set up might embrace finance in
further bins and a lot of frequent disposal.
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The costs of this investment could be offset by the elimination of repeated handling of the same
material and more effective use of the workers' time. Often, ineffective or too little storage
designing leads to materials being handled and hold on in venturesome ways. Knowing the set-up
layout and therefore the movement of materials throughout the geographical point will facilitate
plan work procedures.
Worker training is an essential part of any good housekeeping program. Workers need to know how
to work safely with the products they use. They also need to know how to protect other workers
such as by posting signs (e.g., "Wet - Slippery Floor") and reporting any unusual conditions.
Housekeeping request is "kept up" not "accomplished." Cleaning and association must be done
routinely, not exactly toward the finish of the move. Coordinating housekeeping int o employments
can help guarantee this is finished. A decent housekeeping program recognizes and relegates
obligations regarding the accompanying:
•

clean up amid the move

•

day-to-day tidy up

•

waste transfer

•

removal of unused materials

•

inspection to guarantee tidy up is finished

Keep in mind off the beaten path places, for example, racks, storm cellars, sheds, and engine
compartments that would some way or another be ignored. The precise course of action of
operations, devices, gear and supplies is a vital piece of a decent housekeeping program.
The final addition to any housekeeping program is inspection. It is the only way to check for
deficiencies in the program so that changes can be made.

7.1.4 Elements of House Keeping
Dust and Dirt Removal
In a few employments, fenced in areas and fumes ventilation frameworks may neglect to gather
tidy, soil and chips enough. Vacuum cleaners are appropriate for expelling light tidy and earth.
Modern models have extraordinary fittings for cleaning dividers, roofs, edges, hardware, and other
difficult to-achieve places where tidy and earth may amass.
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Figure 7.1 5 Performing Housekeeping

Unique reason vacuums are helpful for evacuating dangerous substances. For instance, vacuum
cleaners fitted with HEPA (high effectiveness particulate air) channels might be utilized to catch fine
particles of asbestos or fibre glass.
Hosing (wetting) floors or utilizing clearing mixes before clearing decreases the measure of airborne
clean. The tidy and grime that gather in places like racks, channelling, conductors, light installations,
reflectors, windows, pantries and lockers may re quire manual cleaning.
Compacted air ought not be utilized for evacuating dust, earth or chips from hardware or work
surfaces.

Employee Facilities
Worker offices should be sufficient, spotless and all around kept up. Lockers are vital for putting
away representatives' close to home effects. Washroom offices require cleaning once or more each
move. They additionally need a decent supply of cleanser, towels in addition to disinfectants, if
necessary.
If laborers are utilizing perilous materials, worker offi ces ought to give unique precautionary
measures, for example, showers, washing offices and change rooms. A few offices may require two
locker rooms with showers between. Utilizing such twofold locker rooms enables specialists to
shower off work environment contaminants and keeps them from sullying their "road garments" by
keeping their work garments isolated from the apparel that they wear home.
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Figure 7.1 6 Protection clothes for workshop

Smoking, consumption of alcohol or eating at the work territory got to be restricted wherever toxic
materials are being used. The consumption zone should be independent from the work region and
got to be cleansed at every shift.

Surfaces
Floors: Poor floor conditions are a leading cause of accidents. Cleaning up spilled oil and other
liquids at once is important. Allowing chips, shavings and dust accumulated can also cause accidents.
Trapping chips, shavings and dust before they reach the floor or cleaning them up regularly can
prevent their accumulation. Areas that cannot be cleaned continuously, such as entrance ways,
should have anti-slip flooring. Keeping floors in good order also means replacing any worn, ripped,
or damaged flooring that poses a tripping hazard.
Walls: Light-coloured walls reflect light while dirty or dark-coloured walls absorb light. Contrasting
colours warn of physical hazards and mark obstructions such as pillars. Paint can highlight railings,
guards and other safety equipment, but should never be used as a substitute for guarding. The
program should outline the regulations and standards for colours.
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Maintain Light Fixtures
Dirty light fixtures reduce essential light levels. Clean light fixtures can improve lighting efficiency
significantly.

Aisles and Stairways
Paths must be sufficient to suit individuals and vehicles serenely and securely. Walkway space
considers the development of individuals, items and materials. Cautioning signs and mirrors can
enhance locate lines in dazzle corners. Orchestrating passageways le gitimately urges individuals to
utilize them with the goal that they don't take alternate routes through risky territories.
Keeping paths and stairways clear is vital. They ought not be utilized for brief "flood" or "bottleneck"
stockpiling. Stairways and walkways likewise require sufficient lighting.

Spill Control
The best way of spills management is to prevent them before they happen. Frequently cleanup and
maintaining machines and instrumentality is a way. Another is to use drip pans and guards wherever
attainable spills may occur. Once spills do occur, it's necessary to wash them up straightaway.
Absorbent materials are helpful for wiping up greasy, oily or different liquid spills. Used absorbents
should be disposed of properly and safely.

Tools and Equipment
Tool housework is extremely necessary, whether within the tool space, on the rack, within the yard,
or on the bench. Tools need appropriate fixtures with marked locations to supply orderly
arrangement, each within the tool space and close to the work bench. Returning them promptly
when use reduces the possibility of being misplaced or lost. staff ought to often examine, clean and
repair all tools and take any broken or worn tools out of service.

Figure 7.1 7 Placing tools in Toolbox
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Maintenance
The maintenance of buildings and instrumentation could also be the foremost vital part of fine
housekeeping. Maintenance involves keeping buildings, instrumentation and machinery in safe,
economical operating order and in sensible repair. This includes maintaining healthful facilities and
often painting and improvement walls. Broken windows, broken doors, defective plumbing and
broken floor surfaces will create a geographic point look neglected; these conditions will cause
accidents and influence work practices. So, it's vital to interchange or fix broken or broken things as
quickly as potential. a decent maintenance program provides for the scrutiny, maintenance, repairs
and repair of tools, equipment, machines and processes.

Waste Disposal
The regular assortment, grading and sorting of scrap contribute to sensible work practices. It
conjointly makes it attainable to separate materials which will be recycled from those getting to
waste disposal facilities.
Allowing material to make au fait the ground wastes time and energy since beyond regular time is
needed for cleanup it up. putting scrap containers close to wherever the waste is created
encourages orderly waste disposal and makes assortment easier. All waste receptacles ought to be
clearly tagged (e.g., useful glass, plastic, rubbish, etc.).

Storage
Great association of put away materials is basic for conquerin g material stockpiling issues whether
on a brief or changeless premise. There will likewise be less strain wounds if the measure of dealing
with is decreased, particularly if less manual materials movement is required. The area of the
stockpiles ought not meddle with work but rather they should in any case be promptly accessible
when required. Put away materials ought to permit no less than one meter (or around three feet) of
clear space under sprinkler heads.
Stacking containers and drums on a firm establishment and cross tying them where important,
diminishes the possibility of their development. Put away materials ought not block walkways,
stairs, exits, fire gear, crisis eyewash wellsprings, crisis show ers, or medical aid stations. All
stockpiling ranges ought to be plainly checked.
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Figure 7.1 8 Cabinet for dangerous items

Flammable, combustible, toxic and other hazardous materials should be stored in approved
containers in designated areas that are appropriate for the different hazards that they pose. Storage
of materials should meet all requirements specified in the fire codes and the regulations of
environmental and occupational health and safety agencies in your jurisdiction.

Notes
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise
1. Discuss some important reasons to manage workplace properly.

2. What are the benefits of managing workplace?

3. What are the factors for planning good housekeeping program?
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4. Discuss the main elements of house-keeping?
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